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ABSTRACT
Ph.D., Purdue University, August 2016. Controlling For Confounding Network Prop-
erties in Hypothesis Testing and Anomaly Detection. Major Professor: Jennifer
Neville.
An important task in network analysis is the detection of anomalous events in a
network time series. These events could merely be times of interest in the network
timeline or they could be examples of malicious activity or network malfunction. Hy-
pothesis testing using network statistics to summarize the behavior of the network
provides a robust framework for the anomaly detection decision process. Unfortu-
nately, choosing network statistics that are dependent on confounding factors like
the total number of nodes or edges can lead to incorrect conclusions (e.g., false pos-
itives and false negatives). In this dissertation we describe the challenges that face
anomaly detection in dynamic network streams regarding confounding factors. We
also provide two solutions to avoiding error due to confounding factors: the first is a
randomization testing method that controls for confounding factors, and the second
is a set of size-consistent network statistics which avoid confounding due to the most
common factors, edge count and node count.
1
1 INTRODUCTION
Network data mining and machine learning is a rich domain of study which has
numerous applications. With the ubiquitousness of the internet and the popularity of
social networking services there has been a surge in the amount of available network
data. With this new data has come a need for new methods of analysis: whether the
data represents social interactions, computer communication or biological systems,
the fundamental feature of network data is the interconnectivity of the data elements.
This interdependency presents both an obstacle and a potential resource to algorithms
that analyze or generate predictions from network data as the traditional assumption
of data independence does not hold. Older machine learning and data mining methods
assume that the data is independently and identically distributed (IID), which is not
the case with the interconnected nodes in a network. As such new techniques like
relational learning [1] are required to adapt traditional solutions to the field of network
data.
One technique that has been adapted to the network domain for a variety of prob-
lems is statistical hypothesis testing. Statistical hypothesis testing is an algorithmic
approach to proposing suppositions about a data set and attempting to prove or dis-
prove those suppositions in a rigorous fashion using statistics drawn from the data.
Traditionally network hypothesis testing has been performed much in the same way
as on independent data, although the test statistics and data models have changed
to accommodate the new form of the data [2]. However, in many network hypothesis
testing scenarios this translation of independent techniques is incorrect: multiple be-
havioral and environmental factors combine to produce the observed network, and if
we assume these factors are independent we may misattribute certain aspects of the
network as being due to something other than the true cause. In particular we will
2
Figure 1.1.: Diagram of a simple anomaly detection process.
focus on the problems associated with multi-graph testing where the observed graphs
are samples of a dynamic network system taken at different times.
Let us consider an example of a hypothesis testing task where we wish to identify
anomalous behavior. Suppose we are monitoring the e-mail communications between
the employees of some large company with the goal of detecting any unusual activity.
Unusual activity could mean an employee contacting someone far removed from their
own department or sending many more e-mails than they would on a typical day, and
could be the result of collusion or a compromised e-mail account. We wish to flag
any times where the network at that time appears anomalous compared to what we
have observed in the past.
Figure 1.1 shows a conventional anomaly detection system for the e-mail scenario
described above. There is a hidden Network Formation Property that influences the
e-mail communication; in this example that property is simply whether or not some
3
event has changed the pattern of communication in the network to something other
than normal. This property affects the process that produces the Observed Graphs.
The observed graphs are the empirical evidence of the network property. These graphs
are summarized using a Graph Statistic (for example, a quantitative measure of how
different a graph example is from the other examples) and then these statistic values
are used as inputs to some Anomaly Detector (like a hypothesis test). From the
output of the detector we can then make our conclusions as to when the formation
property is something other than normal.
However, this scenario makes a crucial assumption about the relationship between
the network property and the graph statistic: that nothing else in the network could
be affecting the observed statistic values. In other words, there is a 1:1 mapping
between the network formation property we wish to measure (change in communi-
cation behavior) and the statistic we are using to measure it. The reality is that
other properties of the network, ones that we are not interested in tracking, could
be affecting the observed statistic values. For example, the total number of messages
sent across the network may vary greatly from day to day. Observing many e-mails
in a particular day may not be a case of unusual behavior but simply many examples
of normal behavior. If we measure change by using the raw difference in number of
e-mails sent, we would consider the case where one employee spams messages across
the network and the case where everyone sent a few more messages because it was a
busy day as equivalently unusual events.
Figure 1.2 shows this scenario where there are two hidden Network Formation
Properties that influence the observed e-mail communication: the change in the be-
havior of the communication (who is talking to who and the distribution of that com-
munication) and the overall volume of communications. These properties interact in
the process that produces the observed graphs. Once we have the set of detections
we are unable to disambiguate which of the network properties changed in order to
generate the anomaly. If we were interested in finding anomalies in the change of com-
munication and not the volume of communication we would be unable to determine
4
Figure 1.2.: Diagram of the anomaly detection process and confounding effects.
which detections are relevant to our interests or not. These alternate explanations
for the detected anomalies are known as Confounding Effects or Confounding Factors
and are one of the major challenges of anomaly detection on networks. If we were
to apply our basic anomaly detector in this confounded scenario, two types of errors
could arise: (1) we could conclude there is a change in communication when only the
volume of communication is unusual producing a False Positive; or (2) the variance
of the communication volume translates to noise in our anomaly detector and we fail
to find an anomaly producing a False Negative.
Real networks are the product of more than just two properties as well. Properties
like the size of the network, the transitivity, attribute homophily and tendency to form
clusters all combine to produce the observed networks. A variety of statistics have
been used in the past to measure each of these network properties, but due to the lack
of a 1:1 relationship between statistic and property conclusions about the network


















Figure 1.3.: Common network statistics and confounded network properties
and false negative. 1.3 shows an example of several common network statistics and
the properties they are intended to measure. The black lines represent the intended
relationship while the red lines are confounding factors.
The purpose of this work is to provide statistical methods which avoid errors due
to these confounding factors. The first approach, described in Chapter 5, uses a Ran-
domization Testing technique to control the network properties which might affect
the test statistics. The second in Chapter 6 demonstrates how to design Consistent
Statistics which prevent errors due to confounding factors. Both of these techniques
allow for testing specific network properties accurately even in the presence of con-
founding factors.
Primary Hypothesis Due to the inherent interconnected nature of network
data, hypothesis tests regarding specific network properties are often confounded by
other factors which produces errors false positive and false negative errors. This
dissertation provides two approaches to disambiguate network properties and provide
accurate results to network hypothesis tests: the first is to control for network proper-
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ties using a semi-synthetic randomization testing method, and the second is to design
test statistics which are robust to multiple confounding properties. Using either of
these approaches will prevent flagging anomalies based on confounding factors which
results in a lower rate of error for anomaly detectors.
In this dissertation we will introduce algorithms designed to disambiguate which
properties are present in a network even when the statistics used are sensitive to
multiple properties through the use of carefully defined testing methodology. This
dissertation will also define alternative network statistics which are insensitive to
the variations in the size of graph instances which is the most common confounding
effect for network hypothesis tests. The effectiveness of these statistics at detecting
network anomalies without excessive errors due to the confounding effect of network
size is demonstrated using experiments with synthetic, semi-synthetic, and real-world
data. These methods form the foundation for accurate anomaly detection of multiple
network properties for dynamic networks.
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2 NETWORKS AND HYPOTHESIS TESTING
2.1 Graph Notation
A network’s graph is typically expressed as G = {V,E} where V is the vertex set
(the nodes in the graph) and E is the edge set. Every edge in the edge set can be
represented by ei,j ∈ [0, 1] where i and j are the endpoints of that edge, forming the
|V | × |V |-sized matrix E. Graphs can either be directed or undirected; undirected
graphs will have a symmetric E. Some graphs also have attributes on the nodes or
edges X where every entry xi is a vector {xi1, xi2, xi3...} representing the attribute
values of node i.
Another common graph representation is a weighted graph G = {V,W} where the
matrix E is replaced with a matrix W where the cells wi,j are continuous variables
rather than 0-1 values. The weight on any edge represents either the magnitude of
the relationship or the frequency of communication between the two endpoints.
Dynamic networks refer to networks which change over time and need a represen-
tation that has a time component. In this work a dynamic network is represented
by a series of graphs observed at consecutive time steps where each time step is an
equal-length window of time where activity is observed. Each graph can be thought
of as a ”snapshot” of the activity occurring in the network during that time period.
The full dynamic network produces a series of graphs {G1, G2, G3...Gt...GT} where
the graph of activity starting at time t is Gt = {Vt,Wt}. In this dissertation assume
that Wt always represents the number of communications sent in the time window at
t (i.e. number of e-mails sent between all pairs of individuals in a given day).
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2.2 Properties Influencing Network Formation
Scientists and researchers have conjectured that many different network properties
influence network formation based on observations of the structure of real networks
or of the activities that take place in networks. A network property differs from a
network statistic as the statistic is a function that quantifies a graph instance while
a network property is a characteristic of the hypothetical process that generated the
graph and may not be directly measurable. Below are some of the most common and
critical network properties.
Node Activity Levels and Activity Distribution: We refer to the “activity”
of a node as its propensity to engage in interactions with other nodes and form edges.
Then the distribution of activity throughout the network represents the discrepancy
in edge participation of different nodes. It is very rare for the activity levels to be
uniform across all nodes of a network: typically there will be a non-trivial number
of nodes that participate in a much larger proportion of edges than others. Nodes
like these are often called hub nodes since they connect many pairs of neighbors and
networks with this kind of activity distribution are called “small-world networks” [3].
Although this property is usually synonymous with the Degree Distribution of the
graph, in order to emphasize the difference between network property and network
statistic, we refer to Activity Level as the network property and Degree Distribution
as the network statistic. The Degree Distribution statistic is described in the following
section.
Transitivity: Transitivity is the tendency for edges to form triangular relation-
ships in a network: it two nodes have a mutual neighbor, it is likely that those nodes
are neighbors as well. In the context of a social network the mechanism by which
transitivity is expressed might be individuals introducing their mutual friends to each
other or by being the vector of their interaction in some other manner. Transitivity
is an extremely common property in social networks and often forms a major basis
for the growth of edges and communities in the network.
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Self-similarity, Homophily and Social Influence: Self-similarity is the ten-
dency for linked nodes in a network to share similar properties in terms of any node
attributes they might have. Self-similarity can arise from a number of ways: a latent
effect which produces communities with similar properties (e.g. people from the same
town are likely to interact and come from the same demographics), a social influence
effect where properties are transmitted through the network (e.g. product adoption
spreads through the network as individuals recommend the product to friends), or a
homophilous edge selection effect where edges form between nodes due to their mu-
tual attributes (e.g. members of the same gym may interact and form a connection).
Self-similarity is another property which is extremely common in social networks. It
is also important due to its effect in relational learning algorithms: relational learn-
ing exploits the dependencies between linked nodes to produce better predictions and
self-similarity is the most common dependency [1].
Network Connectivity, Hub Nodes, and Network Clustering:
As a network has a topographical structure there is a concept of the distance
between nodes in the network’s graph. Although exact measures vary nodes which
are directly linked, share many neighbors, or are in the same local cluster (see below)
are considered to be “close” in terms of network distance. A node which has a short
network distance to many other nodes is often called a hub node or a central node.
Clustering in the network is another structural concept. A network cluster is a set
of nodes which have more links between them than with nodes outside the cluster. A
cluster can be thought of as a large sub-structure within the network as a whole and
may represent a distinct community.
Rate of Change In the case of a dynamic network where multiple graph examples
are observed over time, there is an expectation that while the network is changing
over time graph observed close together in time are likely to be similar, i.e. changes
occur slowly over time. The frequency at which a network experiences changes to its
graph structure is called the rate of change.
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2.3 Statistics for a Single Observed Network
A wide variety of network statistics have been proposed as aids for determining
the properties of networks [4]. Below are listed some of the most popular along with
the properties they are intended to represent.
Node Count, Edge Count, and Density Coefficient: The node count and
edge count of a network are the simplest statistics that can be measured from a
network. The node count is simply the number of nodes and the edge count is the
number of edges. In this work, when discussing weighted graphs, we will use edge
count to refer to the total weight of the edges:
node count: |V | (2.1)
edge count: |E| (2.2)




A statistic closely related to the node and edge count is the network density. The
network density is simply defined as the ratio of possible edges in the graph to the




Density is one of the simplest network statistics available but it is also an extremely
important one. Generally most real-world networks will have a low density; this
property is known as sparsity and is exploited by some algorithms to reduce algorithm
run times. Sparsity usually comes about because a single actor in a network (say a
user of a social network) has an upper limit to the number of other actors they can
interact with (it is impossible to connect to every other person on a social network) so
as the number of nodes in a network increases the individual degrees do not increase
at the same rate.
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Node Degree and Degree Distribution: The degree of a node is simply its










The degree distribution, then, is the distribution of all node degrees and is a statistic
that represents the distribution of activity in the network. Usually the degree dis-
tribution is assumed to be a common functional form when modeling networks: for
small-world networks this is usually a power law function where the probability of a
node having degree d is P (D(i) = d) = c ∗ e−kd where c and k are parameters. This
function is “heavy-tailed” in the sense that nodes with a large degree are still likely
under the distribution, which matches the tendency to see high degree nodes in real
networks.
Clustering Coefficient: Transitivity results in a large number of triangles in a
network, so the simplest statistic to measure the transitivity is the number of triangles
in the network. However, a more commonly used statistic to measure the transitivity




where |Triangles| is the number of connected triangles in the graph and |Wedges| are
the number of connected triplets of nodes in the graph (i, j, k s.t. ei,j, ej,k ∈ E). Note
that each triangle in a graph contributes three wedges as well, since all combinations of
its vertices are connected, hence the 3 in the numerator. If each wedge is considered a
potential triangular relationship, then the clustering coefficient is the ratio of realized
triangular relationships to the sum of possible ones and realized ones. Although
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the ratio of triangles to wedges is the most common formulation of the clustering
coefficient, alternatives exist [5, 6].
A set of statistics closely related to clustering coefficient are the motif counts,
where each motif is a small subgraph structure (like a triangle, or star, or square)
and the count is the number of times the motif appears in a network. Triangles are
a simple motif structure so this can be thought of as a generalization of clustering
coefficient. The distribution of motifs is often used as a signature to distinguish
different networks [7, 8].
Autocorrelation, Correlation Coefficient and Chi-Squared Score: Label
autocorrelation is typically measured with Pearson’s correlation coefficient on the











(xik − xk)(xjk − xk) (2.9)
with xk being the mean attribute value and σxk the standard deviation of the at-
tribute. This value ranges from -1 (perfect anti-correlation) to 1 (perfect correlation),
with 0 being independence. An alternative measure of autocorrelation is to take the
Pearson’s chi-squared score on a 2 by 2 contingency table where one dimension is the
similarity of a pair of nodes (i.e. xik = xjk or xik = xjk) and the other is whether
an edge is extant between that pair (eij = 1 or eij = 0). This provides a measure of
whether edges are more likely to form between similar nodes and is more appropriate








where r = eij and c = I[xik = xjk]. As r and c are binary values, the instances
of the graph can be tallied as a 2x2 contingency table where Orc is the number of
observations in a cell of the contingency table and Erc is the expected value given
the marginals. Correlation between node labels in a network derived from social data
is extremely common due to natural human tendencies [9]. We will discuss how to
measure the differences in autocorrelation of two graphs in a later chapter.
Hop Plots, Centrality, and Network Diameter: A Hop Plot is the distribu-




I[SP (i, j) = k] (2.11)
where the shortest path SP (i, j) is the minimum number of edges which connect i and
j in an unbroken path: ∃ei,n1 , en1,n2 ...enk−1,j. Nodes with no path connecting them
are considered to have an infinite shortest path distance or a N/A distance depending
on the application.
A hop plot gives some indication to the structure of the network, where a hop
plot with lower path lengths indicates a centralized structure possibly with many
high degree hubs that link many nodes and a hop plot with longer path lengths has
multiple poorly linked structures. If no path can be found between a node pair the hop
plot usually reports this as an infinite length path, so hop plots also give information
about disconnected components.
Nodes with a short path to many other nodes can be considered central nodes in
the network; the Closeness Centrality [10] statistic uses these paths to assign an exact
centrality score to nodes. An alternative statistic to measure centrality is Betweenness
Centrality [11] where the centrality of a node is proportional to the number of shortest
paths that pass through that node. Eigenvector Centrality [12], where the centrality
of nodes is obtained from an eigenvector decomposition of the adjacency matrix, is
another alternative. Many other centrality statistics exist, including ones designed to
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measure centrality in networks with probabilistic edges rather than concrete ones [13]
or random-walk based measures such as page rank [14].
Network Diameter is a measure of how many hops are necessary to traverse the
network and is defined as the maximum length of the shortest pathes between nodes.
As the standard measure is susceptible to outliers typically the number of hops needed
to span 90% of the network is reported instead. Network diameter tends to be rela-
tively small in most networks and grows very slowly with increased number of nodes.
Often this is due to preferential attachment creating large hubs in the network which
provide a short path between many different nodes. This is often referred to as the
small-world phenomenon which was the focus of the famous six degrees of separation
experiment by Stanley Milgram [15]. Change in the network diameter can be used
for change point detection [16].
2.4 Delta Statistics for Pairs of Observed Networks
There is also a collection of statistics designed to provide a measure of the sim-
ilarity of two network examples; called Delta Statistics. Rather than a calculation
from a single graph instance they are a distance measure representing the similarity
or dissimilarity of two graph examples. They are typically used for clustering sets of
networks or for hypothesis tests determining if a network comes from some population
of network examples. For a dynamic network a delta statistic is typically applied to
all consecutive pairs of graph examples and is used as a measure of the rate of change;
this is shown in Figure 2.3.
Graph Edit Distance: Graph Edit Distance is defined as the sum of the number
of changes required to make two graphs G1 and G2 identical. It is calculated by
summing the difference in the node set with the difference in the edge set:
GED(G1, G2) = |V1|+ |V2| − 2 ∗ |V1 ∪ V2|+ |E1|+ |E2| − 2 ∗ |E1 ∪ E2| (2.12)
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Other similar metrics include error correcting graph matching distance [17] and max-
imum common subgraph [18].
Netsimile: The Netsimile network distance is a comparison statistic designed to
provide a measure of how similar or dissimilar two networks are [19]. It uses a number
of summary statistics such as node degree, neighbor degree, local clustering coeffi-
cient, and neighbor clustering coefficient calculated from the two networks. These
statistics are gathered from each node in the network and then aggregates like mean,
standard deviation, and skew are calculated on the statistics. The distance between
two networks is then simply a summation over the Canberra distances of the vectors
of aggregates X1, X2 where X1 = {x1,1, x2,1...xk,1} of the two networks:






Deltacon: The Deltacon network distance is a measure of the difference in con-
nectivity in two networks [20]. It employs a matrix inversion to calculate an affinity
matrix between all pairs of nodes for each graph. This affinity measure approximately
corresponds to the random-walk distance between all node pairs. Then the Deltacon
distance between two networks is the absolute difference in their two affinity matrices.
This approach assumes that the node set is the same for the two networks.
Degree Distribution Difference: The difference in the degree distributions of
two graphs can also be used as a delta statistic. Possible measures between the two
distributions are the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic or the Cramér-von Mises criterion
[21].
Although the above are common distance metrics between graph examples, this




Before discussing how to perform hypothesis tests on networks let us first look at
how hypothesis tests function on simple data. Hypothesis testing was first proposed
as a “test of significance” by Ronald Fisher [29]. His intuition was that an output
should be considered significant if the likelihood of that output being generated by
the assumed model is below a pre-defined threshold of significance. Usually the test
is formulated as a comparison between the null hypothesis H0 and some alternative
hypothesis H1. Usually H0 represents some baseline or “uninteresting” data while H1
is the case where the data is unusual or different than normal. The threshold of sig-
nificance is usually denoted α; typical values of α are 0.05 or 0.01. Some test statistic
T is chosen and the value t is calculated from the output under consideration. The
distribution of t values expected under the null hypothesis is also calculated (called
the null distribution), and the significance thresholds set such that the probability of
exceeding the threshold (or thresholds in a two-tailed test) under the null distribution
is equal to α. Then, if the observed t exceeds the significance threshold we can reject
the null hypothesis as being likely given the observed instance and accept that some
alternative hypothesis must be true. Likelihood ratio tests, t-tests, and z-tests are all
examples of hypothesis tests.
2.6 Hypothesis Tests on Dynamic Networks
Given the standard hypothesis testing framework, applying a hypothesis test to
a dynamic network using network statistics is straightforward. By converting each
graph instance into a simple value using the network statistic, one can create a null
distribution by extracting statistics from a set of graph with normal behavior (typi-
cally all previously observed graphs from a dynamic network are treated as normal).
Then performing the test is as simple as calculating the statistic on the test graph in-
stance and determining if the value lies within the critical points given by the null [2].
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Figure 2.1 shows the extraction of the null distribution and test value from a dynamic
network. Figure 2.2 shows the hypothesis testing decision.
Figure 2.1.: Flowchart of the graph generation process and statistic generation.
Figure 2.2.: Creation of null distribution and test point from graph statistics.
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An alternative approach is to collect a distribution of distance metrics on pairs of
networks as shown in Figure 2.3. For example, if the test is designed to find time steps
in a series that appear to have an unusual amount of change, the null distribution
could be constructed from the distance metrics calculated at each time step versus
the network in the prior time step. If a new time step appears which is more different
than the prior than expected under the null, we would flag that time as a point of
change.
Figure 2.3.: Flowchart of delta statistic generation.
Often there is not a suitable set of network examples to construct a null distribu-
tion. Usually the null hypothesis requires that some network property is not present
in the null distribution graph examples, and if the examples are taken from real-
world networks it is very difficult to guarantee that this fact is true. In this case it
is necessary to construct a null population artificially. One way to do this is through
permutation in a process known as randomization testing [30]. Randomization testing
creates new examples of a null distribution from the observed sample by randomly
permuting the example in a way that creates an appropriate null distribution. In
the case of a network test, the permutation operation could be random rewiring of
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the network links. In the first component of my work we will investigate some of
the difficulties in performing proper randomization tests on networks. Another way
to generate network examples is by sampling subgraphs of the initial graph, though
obviously those samples are smaller than the original network. Bootstrapping or jack-
knifing samples from a network example is a way to produce sample networks which
are the same size as the original network [31]. However these sampling methods as-
sume that the network can be reconstructed from sampling dyads, which may not
capture some of the network-wide properties of the original. Most network sampling
methods, however, tend to produce subgraphs which do no not represent the orig-
inal graph well in terms of network statistics [32] and are not suitable as the null
distribution of a hypothesis test.
Another approach to performing hypothesis tests is model-based hypothesis test-
ing. Instead of relying on a distribution of statistic values, model-based hypothesis
testing uses the parameters of learned graph models or the likelihood of graphs given
a model in order to reject unlikely graph instances (see Chapter 3 for more detail).
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3 RELATED WORK
The scope of papers related to this dissertation and their relationship with each
other are categorized in tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. The four dimensions of the
papers categorized in the tables are: (1) the network property being tested or the
goal of the hypothesis test in the paper; (2) whether the graphs being tested are
dynamic or static; (3) the type of test statistic used; and (4) the method used to
construct or estimate the null distribution. All of the tables have network property
as a dimension. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show the type of test statistic for static and
dynamic graphs respectively, while 3.3 and 3.4 show the method of null distribution
generation for static and dynamic graphs.
The network property and dynamic/static nature of the data are inherent to the
problem definition of the papers, while the test statistic and null distribution con-
struction are algorithmic choices and could theoretically be replaced with another
approach. As the test statistic and null distribution construction are arranged verti-
cally in the tables papers in the same columns are tackling the same kinds of problems
and can be directly compared to one another.
Model Parameters and Likelihood both refer to model-based hypothesis testing
while Distance Measure, Basic Statistic, and Network Statistic are all statistic-based
approaches. Distance Measures refers exclusively to delta statistics evaluating graph
difference. Basic Statistics consists of simple statistics like edge count, node count,
or the number of nodes with a particular attribute, while Network Statistic has more
complicated statistics like autocorrelation or clustering coefficient.
Some of the cited papers in the tables are surveys which cover a wide variety of
methods. Look to these for general information about Social Network Analysis [2,33],
Anomaly Detection [23], or Homophily and Social Influence [34].
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The two major components of this dissertation, described in Chapters 5 and 6,
are denoted in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 as citations [35] and [36] respectively. In the next
two sections we will summarize where these papers belong in the spectrum of current
methods and elaborate on which papers are most relevant to each.
Table 3.1.: Categorization of related work in static networks, by type of statistic and















































Model Parameters [37] [2, 38, 39] [2]
Likelihood [37,40,41]
Distance Measure [22, 23,42] [2, 23]
Basic Statistic [2] [2, 31, 43]
Network Statistic [22, 23, 42] [2] [2, 23, 44–46] [2, 23, 45–48]
Table 3.2.: Categorization of related work in dynamic networks, by type of statistic

























































Model Parameters [49] [50–55]
Likelihood [56]
Distance Measure [19, 20,23,27,36] [57]
Basic Statistic [16] [33, 53] [31, 53] [53]
Network Statistic [17, 19, 23,36,58–60] [9, 23, 35,50,53,58] [35] [53, 61]
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Table 3.3.: Categorization of related work in static networks, by H0 generation
















































Multiple Observations [37] [58] [2, 47, 48]
Generative Model [40, 41] [43]
Sampling Method [2] [2, 31]
Permutation [22,42] [2, 38, 39] [2, 44] [2]
Table 3.4.: Categorization of related work in dynamic networks, by H0 generation

























































Multiple Observations [19, 20,23,36,58,59] [49, 57] [51, 52, 54,55] [61]
[16, 17, 27,60]
Generative Model [33]
Sampling Method [9, 31, 56]
Permutation [35,50,62] [35]
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3.1 First Component (Chapter Five): Testing a Global/Community Properties using
a Network Statistic and Permutation
My first component Chapter 5 [35] deals with determining if graphs in a dynamic
network exhibit the Homophily or Social Influence properties amongst nodes belong-
ing to particular groups. In this Chapter we introduce a new method which uses
a permutation test and an autocorrelation statistic to investigate and differentiate
these two properties both globally and in the network communities. As such it is cat-
egorized in the Permutation H0 row, the Network Statistic row, and both the Global
Property and Community Property columns of tables 3.2 and 3.3.
The most relevant papers to this work are [62] and [9]. [62] also attempts to
identify the presence of social influence using a permutation method; however, their
permutation method randomizes the timestamps of different actions of the network
rather than the actions themselves and thus requires detailed information about the
times when events occur. It also assumes that the network has a constant edge
structure. [9] is also dedicated to distinguishing homophily and social influence effects;
however it uses a matched sample estimation which is a Sampling Method rather
than a Permutation approach to generating the null distribution. This approach
requires careful selection of similar data instances which is difficult when explicit
node attributes are not available.
Also highly relevant is [50] which investigates homophily via autocorrelation as
well as some other graph properties using a permutation method called Multiple
Regression Quadratic Assignment Procedure (MRQAP). This is the same type of
null generation and network statistic but the permutation algorithm used to generate
the null distribution instances lacks some of the constraints used in Chapter 5; the
importance of these constraints is elaborated in the chapter. The paper also uses
the parameters of an Exponential Random Graph Model (ERGM) as an alternative
approach and so falls under the Model Parameter category as well.
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Other related papers include those which use ERGM models to represent ho-
mophily or social influence [43, 55], papers which define their own models of net-
work behavior [34, 63, 64] and permutation testing applied to static graph scenar-
ios [30, 65–67].
3.2 Second Component (Chapter 6): Distinguishing the Properties of Different
Graphs using Multiple Observations of Consistent Network Statistics
The second major component of this dissertation is found in Chapter 6 and de-
noted [36] in the tables and deals with the detection of anomalies in a dynamic
network setting. This work introduces new consistent network statistics which aid in
determining which graph instances have anomalous network properties when the size
of those graphs is not constant. It utilizes both statistics measuring single graphs
and distance measures comparing pairs of graphs and therefore falls in both Network
Statistic and Distance Measure rows, and it constructs the null distribution using
Multiple Observations. As it seeks to differentiate graphs based on their network
properties (and whether those properties are anomalous), it falls in the Distinguish
Graphs category.
The two most relevant papers to this work are the ones describing the Netsimile
[19] and Deltacon [20]. Both of these statistics are distance measures designed to find
graphs which are different from more normal observed graphs. Netsimile accomplishes
this by creating vectors for each graph out of aggregates of network statistics and
then taking the distance between those summary vectors, while Deltacon calculates
a matrix for each graph representing distances between nodes and then compares
those matrices. The details of each method as well as the difficulties they have when
dealing with confounded effects will be described in more detail in Chapters 4 and 6.
These statistics are used as a basis for comparison as they are both state-of-the-art
detectors for dynamic network anomalies. In addition Deltacon explicitly searches for
anomalies on a dataset which this work also investigates.
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Other papers which search for dynamic network anomalies using more traditional
statistics include the following: [16,17,25,27,48,59,60]. Model-based anomaly detectio
is also common, the most used model being ERGM: [37, 42, 51, 52, 54, 56, 58, 68, 69],
although some use other types of models [41].
Another paper which delves into the statistical consistency properties of network
statistics is Borgs et. al. [8] which investigates the behavior of motif-style statistics
in the limit as the number of nodes sampled from some graph generative process
increases . Similar to our approach they prove a finite limit that depends only on the
properties of the graph generative process; however, they only take they limit with
respect to number of nodes, making the assumption that once a pair nodes are both
in the observed set the true edge weight between them is known and not estimated
from network communications.
3.3 Time Series Analysis
As applying a network statistic to a dynamic network produces standard time
series data, methods which perform anomaly detection or change point detection on
time series are also relevant even if the papers in question do not explicitly apply
their methods to networks and are not listed in the tables. This Section is dedicated
to work relevant to time series methods.
Time series analysis is a well studied field, although traditional techniques were de-
veloped for independent data rather than networks. Common tasks include anomaly
detection and change point detection, which involve flagging certain time steps as
unusual or signify a change in the stream. A number of algorithms exist for anomaly
detection in time series data, including Cumulative Sum (CUSUM)-based and like-
lihood ratio approaches [70–76]. The basic algorithms will flag any time steps were
deviation from an baseline model is detected. CUSUM methods cumulatively sum
deviation from some statistic and flags at a certain threshold, while likelihood ratio
flags when the likelihood under a certain model is too low.
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For some data the concept of “normal” is not constant and will slowly change
over time. To deal with a changing baseline, the model either needs to be re-learned
before each detection decision, or a data processing step such as detrended fluctuation
analysis (DFA) or detrended moving average (DMA) can be applied to the data as a
whole before the detection step [77].
3.4 Network Models
As mentioned before, network models can be used as the basis for a hypothesis test
or anomaly detector. In addition, generative graph models also provide useful test
cases by producing output graphs with properties specified by the model parameters.
In this Section we will briefly describe the network models most relevant to this work.
Erdös-Rényi Random Graph: The Erdös-Rényi (ER) random graph is one of
the earliest and simplest graph models to be developed [78]. It defines the probability
of any link in the network existing as a simple uniform probability p. p can be easily
computed by simply calculating the density in the training network. A network
can then be generated by taking Bernoulli trials on all pairs of nodes, or to save
computationally, by placing edges into the graph uniformly at random. While ER
graphs are easy to learn, produce, and analyze, they generally are poor fits to real-
world models due to the assumption of uniform degree on all nodes. It also has no
way to incorporate concepts like transitivity. It is still useful for certain test cases,
though, as the properties are well known.
Chung-Lu, Transitive Chung-Lu: The Chung-Lu (CL) model is a generative
graph model designed primarily to preserve the degree distribution of the graph used
as the basis [79]. It is usually implemented as an edge insertion procedure where the
probability of an edge between two vertices is proportional to the product of their
expected degrees, with the expected degree being the same as the complementary
vertex in the original graph. Unlike ERGM’s parameterization utility, the Chung-Lu
model uses only the degrees of the original graph as a parameter and so its utility
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to hypothesis testing is in the simulation of null distributions. Another variant of
the Chung-Lu model that has been developed is the Transitive Chung-Lu [80] which
preserves both the degree distribution and the triangle counts of the original graph.
We utilize this model later as a source for synthetic data as it allows for easy control
of the degree distribution and transitivity of the produced graphs.
Exponential Random Graphs: As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Exponen-
tial Random Graph Models (ERGMs) have been widely used as a basis for hypothesis
testing due to the flexibility of their definition [69]. ERGM defines the likelihood of
a particular graph instance as being the exponential of a weighted sum over multiple
graph features. The likelihood for a given network configuration can be expressed
as e−
∑
i∈S θisi(G) where S is some vector of network features calculated from the net-
work and θ is a vector of feature weights. The exact features used in the model can
vary, but typical ones are edge count, triangle count, and reciprocated edges. It is
very straightforward to define likelihood ratio tests using the ERGM model on two
networks [37].
For dynamic networks, dynamic ERGM is an alternative to a distance-based or
network test statistic [51, 56, 58]. A dynamic ERGM model has the same form as
a standard ERGM but includes network features that are temporal in nature: for
example, an edge retention feature could be the number of edges which appear in
both the current time step and the previous time step. The learning and testing
processes are identical to the standard ERGM. Dynamic ERGMs suffer from the same
limitations as standard ERGMs, and in fact the computational costs are exacerbated
by the need to re-learn the parameters for each time step being tested. Alternatively
the features of multiple time steps can be aggregated and a single set of parameters
learned to represent the whole stream; however, this assumes that the stream can be
represented with a static model, which as discussed in later sections, is rarely the case
in real dynamic networks.
Unfortunately, ERGM has suffered from issues known as degeneracy issues in
the past, which is the tendency to place more probability mass on unusual graph
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states such as the empty graph or the complete graph [81]. To avoid this, certain
“alternating” statistics have been defined which do not place increased preference on
a greater number of edges [69]. In addition the model learns inconsistent parameters
on subsets of networks or networks of different size [82]. Learning the model from
data also takes an impractical amount of time even on moderately large networks.
For these reasons the ERGM model is impractical to apply to the problems discussed
in this paper despite its ubiquitousness.
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4 NETWORK STATISTIC DEPENDENCIES
Although many network statistics have been created for the purpose of analyzing
networks, these statistics often suffer from confounding effects. Rather than being
sensitive only to a single network property, they are affected by changes in many
network properties, illustrated in Figure 1.3. The main issue is that many statistics
have been conflated with the property they are intended to measure: for instance,
the clustering coefficient value is often reported as the transitivity of the network
when the network lacks a tendency for closing triangular communications but has a
particular number and density of communities. These multiple possible causes for
observed statistics makes drawing specific conclusions about the network properties
very difficult. Before discussing the behavior of the statistics, we will need to more
formally describe the network properties and how they produce the observed graphs.
Let us assume that there are k hidden network properties that control the graph
generation process. Let each network property be parameterized with a single θ value
from the set of θ1, θ2, ...θk. These values can be thought of as the inputs to the graph
generation process that constructs the observed graphs and can be represented by
the full joint model P (G|θ1, θ2, ...θk)Although the exact graph probability function
and how the network properties affect it is unknown, we would like to infer about
the properties of the network using their parameters via hypothesis tests. Assume
that we are testing a network property parameterized by θi. Our null hypothesis is
H0 : θi = θ0 with the alternative hypothesis being H1 : θi = θ0. Let the test statistic
for the hypothesis be denoted S and θi be referred to as the hypothesized parameter.
Although technically S can be any network statistic, a good choice of statistic would
be one which satisfies statements S|(θi = θ0) = S0 and S|(θi = θ0) = S0 where S0
is the expected value of the test statistic under θ0. Violations of the first statement
imply false positive errors as S does not produce consistent values even when the null
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hypothesis is true while violations of the second imply false negatives. Essentially,
the optimal statistic has a one-to-one mapping between parameter space and statistic
space with no variance which allows the critical regions to be trivially defined as
simply ¬S0. Of course, in any realistic scenario the test statistic will have variance
due to the randomness of the graph generation procedure which will produce some
amount of error.
The utility of the test statistic comes from its dependence on the hypothesized
parameter. But what happens when the statistic is dependent on other parameters,
i.e. P (S|θi) = P (S|θi, θj)? There can be situations where variation in the θj parame-
ter cause a change in the test statistic even when the hypothesized parameter is held
constant: S
(
θi = θ0, θj = c1
) = S(θi = θ0, θj = c2). If the θj that generated the
test case is not the same as the parameter that generated the null distribution, this
discrepancy could push S into the critical region and cause the null to be rejected
even when the null hypothesis is true. This alternative property is often referred to
as a confounding effect, as the mutual dependency of S to each of these property pa-
rameters prevents us from disambiguating which property is truly different between
the test and null cases (false positives). In addition, we could fail to find instances
where the property is different than the null case due to the noise introduced by other
properties (false negatives). One solution is to ensure that any property that could
be a confounding effect is held constant in both the null distribution and the test
case. This is generally impractical as edge and node counts could be confounding
properties, which means that only hypothesis tests using identically sized networks
would be valid - a harsh restriction. A less constraining solution is to use statistics
which are independent to all properties other than the one they are intended to mea-
sure, but defining such statistics is extremely difficult in practice. In fact, virtually
every commonly used network statistic harbors these kinds of mutual dependencies:
primarily a dependence with the size (node and edge count) of the network. The rest
of this Chapter will be dedicated to demonstrating the dependencies of common net-
work statistics on two fundamental network properties: θe, the parameter controlling
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the number of edges in the network; and θv, the parameter controlling the number
of vertices. Note that the network density is the result of these two parameters, so
statistics that are dependent on the network density are dependent on the union of
these two parameters. For simplicity of the following formulas assume that θe and θv
are the exact number of edges and nodes the network models will produce; in reality
there will be some variance but the formulas will still hold.
4.1 Graph Edit Distance
The graph edit distance (defined in Section 6.4) is the number of edits that one
network needs to undergo to transform into another network. It is an attempt to
measure the ”rate of change” property of a dynamic network; the faster the rate
of change, the more edits needed at each new time step. However, the graph edit
distance is also highly sensitive to the total volume of communications in the network
as well as the number of nodes. The edit distance is an absolute sum of differences
between the two networks, but the number of possible differences between the two
networks is directly related to the edge and node counts.
Let θe1, θv1 be the edge and node counts in time t − 1 and θe2, θv2 be the counts
for time t. The the minimum possible edit distance between the two networks occurs
when the smaller graph is a subgraph of the larger, and has an edit distance of
abs(θe2 − θe1) + abs(θv2 − θv1). The maximum possible distance is attained when
the graphs overlap minimally, giving an edit distance of abs(θv2 − θv1) + min(θe2 +
θe1,max(θ
2
v2 − θe1, θ2v1 − θe2))
So, the range of possible edit distances is defined by the edge and node counts
in the two time steps. The expected edit distance can also be dependent on the
network size in many cases. Consider the scenario where each posterior network G2
is generated by randomly permuting each edge in the previous network G1 to a new
unoccupied node pair with probability p. This gives us p · θe1 expected permutations,
which corresponds to an expected edit distance of 2·p·θe1. Note that the edit distance
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is still dependent on the total edge count in the two graphs even though the edge
counts do not change across the time steps.
4.2 Clustering Coefficient
The clustering coefficient, defined in Section 6.4, is intended to measure the tran-
sitivity or tendency to form links between mutual friends and is another common
network statistic.
Like the edit distance, the clustering coefficient is also dependent on the number of
edges in the network. In the most trivial cases, a network with fewer than three edges
will always have a clustering coefficient of zero while a completely connected graph
will always have its wedges closed leading to a clustering coefficient of one. More
generally, increased network density can lead to higher clustering coefficients through
random chance. To demonstrate this, consider an Erdös-Rényi graph parameterized
by P (p, θv) where p is the edge probability and θv the number of nodes to generate.
p can be thought of as a parameter for the density of the graph and can be measured
with the network density statistic ( |E||V |2 ). However, this density parameter can also
affect the value of statistics intended to measure transitivity in the graph.
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p2 = p. So
in a network model that has no network property that directly introduces transitive
behavior to the network, the clustering coefficient is directly affected by the density
parameter of the network. If we performed a hypothesis test looking for changes in
the transitivity property of the network on graphs generated by this model, we may
falsely conclude that the transitivity is changing when in reality only the density
parameter is changing. The local clustering coefficient likewise suffers from this same
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dependency as for every pair of neighbors for a node (a wedge) the probability of
closing a triangle is p.
4.3 Degree Distribution
Degree Distribution naturally has a direct relationship with the edge count of
a network due to the fact that large degree nodes can only exist in networks with
a greater total edge count. This places a hard upper limit on the degree of any
node: D(v) ≤ θe Even for node degrees less than this hard limit a more dense
network has greater odds of having a node with a very high degree than a less dense
network. Suppose we have an initial network with maximum degree d. If we densify
this network by adding e edges, there is some probability that the max degree node
will be an endpoint of one of the new edges and the maximum degree will increase.
Although this may not change the relative shape of the degree distribution, measures
which compare degree distributions using the exact counts of particular degrees will
be affected.
4.4 Centrality Measures and Shortest Paths
The shortest path between two nodes is the fewest number of edge traversals to
connect two nodes. The set of all shortest paths in a network is usually summarized
in a hop plot. Centrality measures are statistics designed to represent how central
or important certain nodes are to the network and include betweenness centrality,
closeness centrality, etc.
In general the centrality of the nodes in a network and the shortest paths of the
network are a result of properties controlling the topography of the graph and prop-
erties which determine the importance of different nodes of the network. However, a
greater density will also lead to shorter path lengths and higher centrality measures
on average and the path lengths will converge to one as a network becomes fully con-
nected. Consider a network where the network density is increasing over time through
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single edge insertions. Every time an edge is inserted, the path length of one pair
of nodes drops to one. In addition, all other paths either remain the same length or
decrease if the connected nodes were on one of the shortest paths. As every additional
edge can only reduce the lengths of the shortest paths, as θe increases the network
will have shorter path lengths even if other network parameters are held constant.
4.5 Autocorrelation
As mentioned in Chapter 2, there are two major properties conjectured to affect
how self-similarity appears in networks: propensity for forming links between nodes
that are similar known as homophily, and propensity for nodes to adopt the attributes
of their neighbors known as social influence. Both of these properties are measured
with the same set of autocorrelation statistics which means that they are confounded.
In addition the density of the network can affect autocorrelation statistics. In Chapter








where r = eij and c = I[xik = xjk]. In other words, the autocorrelation is maximized
when pairs of nodes with an edge have the same attribute and pairs of nodes that
have different attributes do not share an edge. Consider a simple graph where the
chi-squared score is maximized: nodes with the same attribute form a fully-connected
clique while no edges lie between nodes of a different attribute. Now consider if we
construct a new graph by adding new edges to this existing graph and increasing the
density. As all similar pairs of nodes are already connected the edges must be placed
between dissimilar nodes and the chi-squared score will decrease. Therefore, the
autocorrelation is not simply a function of the self-similarity property of the network
but also the density of the network.
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4.6 Netsimile Distance
The network distance measure used in the Netsimile algorithm [19] uses standard
network statistics like node degree and local clustering coefficient as components
when calculating the distance score between two networks. As these components are
dependent on the number of edges and nodes in the network, Netsimile will produce
a greater distance score if the difference in the number of edges and nodes in the
two networks is large. Netsimile also suffers issues due to its use of the Canberra
distance when calculating the total distance score. The Canberra distance is defined
as CD(s1, s2) =
|s1−s2|
s1+s2
where in the case of Netsimile s1 and s2 are aggregates of local
statistics calculated from the two networks. Suppose that the Canberra distance is
being used to detect change points in a dynamic network. s1 is calculated from time
t1, s2 is calculated from t2, and the Canberra distance between the two is compared to
previous adjacent time step pairs to see if the difference is greater than expected. Here
|s1−s2| is the signal strength of the anomaly; however, as the magnitude of s1 increases
a greater signal strength is required to reject the null due to the normalization. If
s1 is a statistic dependent on network size that produces values proportional to the
size, then sections of the stream where the network is larger require more dramatic
anomalies to produce enough signal strength to create a detection, therefore increased
network size results in reduced test sensitivity.
4.7 Deltacon Distance
The Deltacon algorithm [20] generates affinity scores between all pairs of nodes
in a network slice, places these values in an affinity matrix, then produces a distance
score between two network slices which is the difference in their affinity matrices. The
affinity score used is calculated through a matrix inversion and can be thought of as an
estimate of the random-walk with restarts distance between any two nodes. Random-
walk with restart will generally produce greater distances between nodes in less well-
connected networks as the random walk is likely to become stuck in local structures.
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In contrast a completely connected network will have uniform walk distances between
all nodes as direct paths are available between all node pairs. Therefore if the two
networks that Deltacon is comparing differ in their densities the Deltacon distance
score is likely to be large even if the parameters that generated the networks are
similar.
4.8 Summary
As you can see, all of the statistics we have mentioned so far suffer from con-
founding factors and are not reliable measures of the intended network properties.
In particular properties which control the edge count, node count, and density are
confounding factors for virtually every network statistic. In the next Chapter we will
provide a new method for avoiding confounding factors when testing for the existence
of homophily and social influence properties, and in Chapter 6 we will elaborate
on how to avoid edge count, node count, and density as confounding factors more
generally.
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5 RANDOMIZATION TESTING SOLUTION
In this Chapter we will describe the first major component of my work which avoids
confounding effects for hypothesis tests through the use of permutation testing. With
carefully designed permutation procedures, null distributions can be obtained where
possible confounding factors are controlled preventing them from affecting the output
of the test.
5.1 Introduction
As mentioned before, Autocorrelation between linked nodes in a graph is a com-
mon characteristic of relational and social network datasets due to the nature of
social interactions. For example, friends are more likely to share political views than
randomly selected pairs of individuals so a positive autocorrelation is expected. The
presence of autocorrelation offers a unique opportunity to improve predictive models
because inferences about one object can be used to improve inferences about related
objects. Indeed, recent work in relational learning has exploited this property in the
development of collective inference models, which can make more accurate predic-
tions by jointly inferring class label values throughout a network (see e.g., [83–85]).
In addition, the gains that collective model achieve over conditional models (which
reason about each instance independently) increase as autocorrelation levels increase
in the data [1].
A number of widely occurring network properties give rise to observed autocor-
relation. Social phenomena, including social influence [86], diffusion processes [87],
and the principle of homophily [88], can cause autocorrelated observations through
their influence on social interactions that govern the data generation process. Alter-
natively, a hidden condition or event, whose influence is correlated among instances
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that are closely located in time or space, can produce autocorrelated observations
through joint influence on link and attribute changes [89, 90].
A key question for understanding and exploiting behavior in social network do-
mains is to determine which network properties are the root cause of observed au-
tocorrelation. Since autocorrelation is the primary motivation to use relational and
network models over conventional machine learning techniques, it stands to reason
that a better understanding of the causes of autocorrelation will inform the develop-
ment of improved models and learning algorithms. For example, although previous
work in relational learning and statistical network analysis has focused primarily on
static graphs, recent efforts have turned to the analysis of dynamic networks and
development of temporally-evolving models (e.g., [91, 92]). In order to deal with
the enormous increase in dimensionality associated with modeling both temporal and
relational dependencies, these methods restrict the set of dependencies that they con-
sider (e.g., through choice of model form). The ability to accurately distinguish which
temporal-relational patterns (e.g., homophily) occur in real-world datasets will ensure
that researchers can include the most promising set of dependencies in their restricted
set of patterns.
Research in social psychology and sociology has developed two main theories of
the social network properties that are responsible for the autocorrelation observed in
social systems. Social influence refers to processes in which interactions with others
causes individuals to conform (e.g., people change their attitudes to be more similar
to their friends). Homophily refers to processes of social selection, where individuals
are more likely to form ties with “similar” individuals (e.g., people choose to be
friends with people who share their beliefs). Both homophily and social influence
can produce autocorrelation, since their outcomes result in linked individual sharing
attribute values. Therefore these two effects are generally confounded: a hypothesis
test using an autocorrelation statistic as the test statistic cannot determine which
property contributed to the network or which is more prominent if both are present.
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In this chapter, we focus on the task of differentiating between influence and ho-
mophily effects and determining, from the observed autocorrelation dependencies,
whether the effects are significant. Recently, there have been a number of empiri-
cal studies that investigate (and model) either social influence or homophily effects
in real-world datasets (e.g., [34, 63, 64]. However, these efforts have focused primar-
ily on demonstrating the presence of homophily and influence—they do not provide
the means to estimate effects sizes from data or determine whether the effects are
statistically significant. Exceptions include the work of Snijders et al. [55], Anagnos-
topoulos et al. [62], and Aral et al. [9]. Snijders et al. [55] develop a time-evolving
exponential random graph model that can represent homophily and influence effects.
Their method support hypothesis tests for each effect, but the applicability of the
approach is limited by the suitability of the model form (e.g., random graph model,
Markov assumption). On the other hand, the recent work of Anagnostopoulos et
al. [62] presents a model-free approach to assessing influence effects with randomiza-
tion tests. The limitation of their framework, however, is an assumption that that the
network structure (i.e., links) does not change over time, thus they cannot distinguish
homophily effects. Aral et al. [9] correct this issue with a development of matched
sample estimation framework that accounts for homophily effects, but the method
uses additional node behaviors and characteristics in the matching process, so it will
have limited applicability in data with few observed attributes and/or time steps.
First we will outline a general randomization framework for datasets where both
attribute values and links change over time, where changes can consist of either
additions or deletions. The aim is to determine the significance of each property
and to distinguish the contribution of influence and homophily effects. We define
a randomization test based on permutation of action choices and consider the gain
in correlation over one time step in the graph, assessing the amount of gain that is
due to each of the effects. The randomization procedure then produces an empirical
sampling distribution of expected gains under the null hypothesis (that there is no












Figure 5.1.: Confounding effect example with the communication volume property
controlled.
under the null, we can conclude there is a significant influence/homophily effect.
In terms of confounding effects, this randomization approach is a way of controlling
network properties so that they cannot be confounding factors, shown in figure Figure
5.1. If influence or homophily are held constant in both the null distribution examples
and the test point then any conclusion will not be affected by the controlled network
properties.
We evaluate this method on semi-synthetic social network data, showing that the
test has low Type I error (i.e., it does not incorrectly conclude there is an effect when
in fact the data are random) and high power when the data exhibit sufficient change
over time (i.e., they correctly conclude there is an effect when there is one). We
then apply the method to a real-world dataset to investigate the aspects of observed
autocorrelation. Our analysis of a public university Facebook network shows that
autocorrelation in group memberships is due to significant influence and homophily






Figure 5.2.: Illustration of homophily and influence affect on attributes and links over
time.
5.2 Problem Definition
In this Chapter we will consider relational data represented as an undirected,
attributed graph G = (V,E), with V (nodes) representing objects and E (edges)
representing relationships. The nodes V represent objects in the data (e.g., people)
and the edges E represent relationships (e.g., friendships) between pairs of objects
(eij : vi and vj are friends). Each node v ∈ V and has a number of associated
attributes Xv = (Xv1 , ..., X
v
m) (e.g., age, gender).
We assume that both the attributes and links may vary over time. First, attribute
values may change at each time step t: Xt = {Xvt } = {(Xv1t, ..., Xvmt)}. Second,
relationships may change at each time step. This results in a different data graph
Gt = (V,Et) for each time step t, where the nodes remain constant but the edge set
may vary (i.e., Et = Et′ for some t, t′).
Figure 5.2 illustrates influence and homophily dependencies. If there is a signifi-
cant influence effect then we expect the attribute values in t + 1 will depend on the
link structure in t. On the other hand, if there is a significant homophily effect then
we expect the link structure in t+ 1 will depend on the attributes in t.
If either influence or homophily properties are present in the data, the data will
exhibit a positive autocorrelation value at any given time step t. Any autocorrelation
statistic, such as Pearson’s correlation coefficient or information gain, can be used
to assess the association between these pairs of values of X. In this work, we use
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Pearson’s chi-square statistic as described in the previous Chapter. This choice of
statistic will be elaborated on in a later section.
Autocorrelation
Let PR = {(vi, vj) : eij ∈ E} be a set of related instance pairs in G. Let X be a binary
attribute defined on the nodes V . Then we compute the relational autocorrelation of
X in G with the contingency table shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1.: Contingency table for linked node pairs and their attribute values.
X i = Xj = x ¬(X i = Xj = x)
(vi, vj) ∈ PR a b
(vi, vj) ∈ PR c d
Define autocorrelation as the chi-square statistic that is computed from T (with
dof=1):
C(X,G) = χ2 =
(ad− cb)2 ·N
(a+ b)(c+ d)(b+ d)(a+ c)
where N = a+ b+ c+ d, is the total count of all cells in T .
The first column of the contingency table counts pairs of nodes that both have
the same value for attribute X. The second column counts pairs of nodes that do not
match on X. The first row counts pairs of nodes that are related in G. The second
row counts pairs of nodes that are not linked in G. Note that this contingency table
encompasses every possible combination of nodes in the graph and thus has a stable
size even when the total number of links change in the graph (i.e., it doesn’t depend
on the size of E).
To measure the autocorrelation between attributes and relationships at time t,
compute the chi-square statistic C(Xt, Gt) from the graph Gt using the attribute
values in Xt. Using a similar table for the attributes and links in t + 1, compute
C(Xt+1, Gt+1).
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Now that the correlation can be computed at any time step, the change in corre-
lation can be used as a delta statistic to assess the effects of homophily and influence,
where the observed delta correlation G from t to t+ 1 is:
Δχ2(t, t+ 1) = C(Xt+1, Gt+1)− C(Xt, Gt)
The delta in correlation from one time step to the next can be due to: (1) ho-
mophily gains due changes in the graph structure in t+ 1, or (2) influence gains due
to changes in attributes in t+1. To show this, we will define influence and homophily
and show how they impact the chi-square statistic from one time step to the next.
Homophily
Homophily is typically used to refer to the general tendency of people to associate with
similar others (see e.g., [88])—we operationalize this in the following way to investigate
whether attribute similarity influences choice of friends (i.e., are friendships formed
based on a pair’s attribute similarity).
Let Xt and Xt+1 be the attribute values at time t and t + 1 respectively. Let
PR(t) and PR(t+1) be the related pairs at time t and t+ 1 respectively. Let L
ij
t+1 refer
to the case when pair (vi, vj) form a link at time t + 1 (i.e., (vi, vj) /∈ PR(t) and
(vi, vj) ∈ PR(t+1)). Let U ijt+1 refer to the case when pair (vi, vj) drops a link at time
t + 1 (i.e., (vi, vj) ∈ PR(t) and (vi, vj) /∈ PR(t+1)). Then a dataset exhibits homophily
if the following hold:
p(Lijt+1|(X it = Xjt = x)) > p(Lijt+1|¬(X it = Xjt = x))
p(U ijt+1|¬(X it = Xjt = x)) > p(U ijt+1|(X it = Xjt = x))
In other words, the probability of link formation over time (from t to t+ 1) is higher
for pairs with matching attribute values and the probability of link dissolution over
time is higher for non-matching pairs.
Social Influence
Social influence is typically used to refer to the general case of a person’s behavior
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being influenced by others (see e.g., [93])—we operationalize this in the following way
to investigate whether a person’s friends influence their intrinsic attributes (i.e., are
attribute values changed to match one’s friends).
Let Xt and Xt+1 be the attribute values at time t and t+1 respectively. Let PR(t)
and PR(t+1) be the related pairs at time t and t + 1 respectively. Let A
ij
t+1 refer to
the case when pair (vi, vj) change their attribute values to agree at time t + 1 (i.e.,
¬(X it = Xjt = x) and (X it+1 = Xjt+1 = x)). Let Dijt+1 refer to the case when pair




t = x) and
¬(X it+1 = Xjt+1 = x)). Then a dataset exhibits social influence if the following hold:
p(Aijt+1|(vi, vj) ∈ PR(t)) > p(Aijt+1|(vi, vj) /∈ PR(t))
p(Dijt+1|(vi, vj) /∈ PR(t)) > p(Dijt+1|(vi, vj) ∈ PR(t))
In other words, the probability of agreement over time (from t to t+ 1) is higher for
related pairs and the probability of disagreement over time is higher for unrelated
pairs.
Delta Influence
If social influence is present in the network then the measured chi-squared score will
be increasing over time. This can be shown using the definition of social influence
and calculating the change in the chi-squared score.
Theorem 5.2.1 Let Xt and Xt+1 be attribute values at time t and t+ 1 respectively
and let PR(t) be the related pairs at time t. Let k = |Aijt+1| be the number of agreements
from t to t + 1. Let m = |Dijt+1| be the number of disagreements from t to t + 1 and
let k = m. Then if an influence effect is present in the data, the autocorrelation will
increase when one considers the attribute changes from time t to time t+ 1:
C(Xt+1, Gt) > C(Xt, Gt)
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Proof As defined earlier the chi-score for a two-by-two contingency table is:




(a+ b)(c+ d)(b+ d)(a+ c)
where a, b, c, d,N are defined with respect to Xt and PR(t). Let k̂r and k̂u be the
expected number of agreements among related and unrelated people respectively in
time t+1. Similarly, let m̂r and m̂u be the expected number of disagreements among
related and unrelated people respectively. The changes to the contingency table are
shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2.: Changes to the contingency table in time t+ 1.
X it = X
j
t = x ¬(X it = Xjt = x)
(vi, vj) ∈ PR(t) k̂r − m̂r −k̂r + m̂r
(vi, vj) ∈ PR(t) k̂u − m̂u −k̂u + m̂u
Since there is influence in the data, the probability of agreement is higher for
related pairs and the probability of disagreement is higher for unrelated pairs. Thus
k̂r > k̂u and m̂r < m̂u.
Subsequently, the change to the a, d diagonal is positive:
Δad = (k̂r − m̂r) + (−k̂u + m̂u)
= (k̂r − k̂u) + (m̂u − m̂r)
> 0
And the change to the b, c diagonal is negative:
Δbc = (k̂u − m̂u) + (−k̂r + m̂r)
= (k̂u − k̂r) + (m̂r − m̂u)
< 0
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However, the net change to N and each marginal is 0 (since k = m, k̂r + k̂u = k,
and m̂r + m̂u = m). Let [ad]
′ = (a + k̂r − m̂r)(d + m̂u − k̂u). From above we know
that [ad]′ > ad. Similarly let [cb]′ = (c + k̂u − m̂u)(b + m̂r − k̂r). Again, from above
we know that [cb]′ < cb.
Thus, the autocorrelation will be higher due to influence:
C(Xt+1, Gt) =
([ad]′ − [cb]′)2 ·N
(a+ b)(c+ d)(b+ d)(a+ c)
> C(Xt, Gt)
Delta Homophily
Just as with the case of social influence, the presence of homophily in the network
will increase the observed autocorrelation values over time, and given the definition
of homophily it can be proven that the chi-squared score will increase.
Theorem 5.2.2 Let PR(t) and PR(t+1) be the set of related nodes at time t and t+ 1
respectively and let Xt be the attributes at time t. Let k = |Lijt+1| be the number of
link additions from t to t + 1. Let m = |U ijt+1| be the number of link dissolutions
from t to t + 1 and let k = m. Then if a homophily effect is present in the data, the
autocorrelation will increase when one consider the link changes from time t to time
t+ 1:
C(Xt, Gt+1) > C(Xt, Gt)
The proof of this theorem follows the same form and argument as for Theorem 1.
Now that we have illustrated the connection between gains in autocorrelation and
the presence of influence/homophily, define the correlation decomposition problem as
follows. Given two sequential graph observations Gt and Gt+1 and their attributes Xt
and Xt+1, determine (1) if the difference between C(Xt, Gt+1) and C(Xt, Gt) repre-
sents a significant presence of homophily, and (2) if the difference between C(Xt+1, Gt)
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and C(Xt, Gt) represents a significant presence of influence. In the next section, we
will describe a new randomization testing approach to evaluating these two hypothe-
ses.
5.3 Method
Randomization tests are a model-free, computationally-intensive statistical tech-
nique for hypothesis testing [94]. The tests generate many replicates of an actual data
set—typically called pseudosamples—and uses the pseudosamples to estimate a score
distribution. Pseudosamples are generated by randomly reordering (or permuting)
the values of one or more variables in an actual data set. A score is then calculated
for each pseudosample, and the distribution of these randomized scores is used to es-
timate a sampling distribution for the score statistic under the null hypothesis. The
value of the observed score on the original data is then compared to the distribution
of scores on the randomized pseudosamples, and if it is significantly higher (or lower)
than this distribution, the observed score will be deemed significant. Figure 5.3 illus-
trates the randomization test procedure. Null distribution examples are constructed
by permuting the original graph, then a hypothesis test using the original as the
test point is performed. If the permutation is done in a way that network properties
other than the one being tested are held constant then those properties will not be
confounding factors.
In contrast to conventional hypothesis tests, randomization tests make a relatively
small number of assumptions about the data. For example, randomization tests make
no assumptions about the form of the distributions from which variable values are
drawn. In addition, they can be used to form sampling distributions for estimators
whose precise statistical properties are not known. The key issue in developing a
randomization test is to formulate an appropriate null hypothesis and permute the
data in a way that accurately reflects the null hypothesis.
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Figure 5.3.: Randomization testing procedure. Semi-synthetic graphs are created by
permuting the original to construct a null distribution.
Figures 5.4-5.5 outline the significance testing algorithm that we employ through-
out this chapter. The significance tests determine whether an observed gain in au-
tocorrelation is significant by using a randomization test to estimate an empirical
sampling distribution of gains that would be expected if change in links (attributes)
is random and thus not due to homophily (influence).
The empirical sampling distribution is estimated from the gains observed in pseu-
dosamples generated by the randomization procedure. The method compares the
observed gain value to the empirical sampling distribution, if the value is higher than
(1− α
2
)% (or lower than α
2
%) of the scores observed in the randomized data, the gain
is deemed to be significant and the null is rejected.
The gain in autocorrelation from one time step to the next can be due to: (1)
homophily gains due to friend changes in t+ 1, or (2) influence gains due to changes
in attributes in t + 1. To separate the effects of influence and homophily, we de-
fine two different randomization tests to use as the Randomize( ) method inside the
significance test.
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HomophilySigTest(Gt, Gt+1, Xt, Xt+1, numIters, α):
ΔR = ∅
// compute original gain
ΔO = C(Xt, Gt+1)− C(Xt, Gt)
// randomize
for iter in 1.. numIters do
G′t+1 = Randomize(Gt, Gt+1)
Compute Δr = C(Xt, G
′
t+1)− C(Xt, Gt)
ΔR = ΔR ∪ {Δr}
end for
// test significance of delta
if ΔO > 1− α2 critical value of ΔR then
Return significant/positive
else if ΔO <
α
2





Figure 5.4.: Homophily significance test method
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InfluenceSigTest(Gt, Gt+1, Xt, Xt+1, numIters, α):
ΔR = ∅
// compute original gain
ΔO = C(Xt, Gt+1)− C(Xt, Gt)
// randomize
for iter in 1.. numIters do
X ′t+1 = Randomize(Xt, Xt+1)
Compute Δr = C(X
′
t, Gt+1)− C(Xt, Gt)
ΔR = ΔR ∪ {Δr}
end for
// test significance of delta
if ΔO > 1− α2 critical value of ΔR then
Return significant/positive
else if ΔO <
α
2





Figure 5.5.: Influence significance test method
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The key issue in developing a randomization test is to formulate an appropri-
ate null hypothesis and permute the data in a way that accurately reflects the null
hypothesis. We formulate three null hypotheses with respect to homophily and influ-
ence:
• HH0 : link changes are random and are not due to attribute values in t (i.e., no
homophily effect)
• HI0 : attribute changes are random and are not due to friends in t (i.e., no social
influence effect)
• HF0 : both attribute and link changes are random (i.e., no homophily nor influ-
ence effect)
To identify possible permutations for these null hypotheses, consider four types of
data changes that can occur in the data from time t to time t+ 1:
Edge additions : Δ+E = {eij ∈ Et+1 ∧ eij ∈ Et}
Edge deletions : Δ−E = {eij ∈ Et ∧ eij ∈ Et+1}
Attribute additions : Δ+X = {xv ∈ Xt+1 ∧ xv ∈ Xt}
Attribute deletions : Δ−X = {xv ∈ Xt ∧ xv ∈ Xt+1}
Note that attribute value changes can be easily modeled as an addition/deletion
pair. Clearly, homophily will impact edge changes and influence will affect attribute
changes.
For the null hypothesis concerning homophily (HH0 ), the goal is to randomize the
edge changes to remove any association with attribute values in t. To do this, one
can randomize the choice of edge target so that it does not depend on the attributes
of the source node. For example, if node i adds a link to node j at time t + 1, then
one can maintain the edge addition in t+ 1 but randomize the choice of target node
j to replace eij with eij′ so that any association of attribute similarity between i
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and j is destroyed. However, to ensure that the degree of j′ remains the same after
randomization, j′ must have been part of an edge addition ekj′ in the original set. The
randomization procedure for edges can be thought of as swapping the endpoints of
edge additions/deletions such that each node will have the same number of additions
and deletions in the randomized set, but the partner of those links will have changed.
Randomization for the null hypothesis concerning influence (HI0 ) will follow a
similar procedure by swapping attribute adoptions and abandonments between nodes,
removing any influence of edges in t. If node i adds a attribute value x at time t+1,
then one can maintain the attribute addition in t + 1 but randomize the choice of
value to replace x with x′ so that any similarity of the attribute value x with the
attribute values of i’s linked friends in t is destroyed.
We call the procedures based on this form of randomization choice-based methods,
since they randomize the results of choices (attribute/link changes). Figures 5.6-
5.7 outline the specifics of the choice-based method for HH0 (homophily) and H
I
0
(influence) respectively. One can combine the two methods, randomizing both the
attribute and link changes to estimate a distribution for HF0 .
However, calculating choice-based randomizations are non-trivial. A particular
target edge or attribute can be selected for swapping only if it has not been selected
before, and nodes cannot add edges or attributes if they had them in time step t,
nor can they drop edges or attributes if they lack them in t. Given these sets of
constraints, it may be difficult to find a valid random assignments (apart from the
original), which is problematic for a test that depends on generating a distribution of
random pseudosamples.
We address this issue by taking a greedy assignment approach. First, collate
the edge and attribute changes such that all additions and deletions for a node or
attribute can be decided at once. Then, sort the nodes and attributes from those
with the least number of random options to those with the largest number of random
options. Random options here refers to the amount of freedom the node has when
selecting additions or deletions and is given by the number of available selections
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Randomizehomchoice(Gt, Gt+1):
Δ+E = {eij ∈ Et+1 ∧ eij ∈ Et} (added links in t+ 1)
Δ−E = {eij ∈ Et ∧ eij ∈ Et+1} (dropped links in t+ 1)




for eij ∈ Δ+E do
Randomly select ekj′ ∈ T+, where j′ ∈ Eit
Replace eij in G
′
t+1 with eij′
Remove ekj′ from T
+
end for
for eij ∈ Δ−E do
Randomly select ekj′ ∈ T−, where j′ ∈ Eit
Add eij to G
′
t+1
Remove eij′ from G
′
t+1




Figure 5.6.: Choice-based randomization method for assessing homophily
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Randomizeinfchoice(Xt, Xt+1)
Δ+X = {xv ∈ Xt+1 ∧ xv ∈ Xt} (added attributes in t+ 1)
Δ−X = {xv ∈ Xt ∧ xv ∈ Xt+1} (dropped attributes in t+ 1)




for xv ∈ Δ+X do
Randomly select x′u ∈ T+, where xu ∈ Xut
Replace xv in X ′t+1 with x
′v
Remove x′u from T+
end for
for xv ∈ Δ−X do
Randomly select x′u ∈ T−, where xu ∈ Xut
Add xv to X ′t+1
Remove xu from X ′t+1
Remove x′u from T−
end for
Return (X ′t+1)
Figure 5.7.: Choice-based randomization method for assessing influence
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minus the number of assignments needed. This value can be calculated for edge
additions by |ekj′ ∈ T : j′ ∈ Eit | − |eij|, and similar values can be calculated for the
deletions, as well as attribute cases. The assumption in the greedy approach is that
nodes and attributes with many random options, at the start, are unlikely to run out
of available options even if their assignments are decided later in the algorithm.
However, the greedy approach cannot guarantee that a node or attribute will have
a valid random option at the point in the algorithm in which it is assigned. If this
is the case, the particular node or attribute will retain its original assignment. This
will not preserve the degree of nodes and attributes in the original data (since those
original assignments may already have been given to others in the randomization).
However, since the assignment for that node/attribute is identical to the original,
it will prevent Type I errors from occurring. Ideally, after assigning additions and
deletions to a node or attribute one could recompute the random options available
to the remaining nodes/attributes and resort the list of edges/deletions. However,
recomputing in this manner during the algorithm is computationally very expensive,
and did not provide an increase in performance in practice, so we do not consider it
further.
5.3.1 Calculating the Expected Chi-Squared Gain
In addition to determining the significance of each effect, the sampling distribu-
tions for the randomization tests may also provide an estimate of the expected gain
for each effect independently (where the full randomization is used to remove any
joint effects from the estimation of gains due to homophily and influence):
E[gainhom] = μgainsIR − μgainsFR
E[gaininf ] = μgainsHR − μgainsFR
E[gainoth] = μgainsFR
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Define the overall expected gain as a function of these independent components
to compare the proportion of gain due to each effect:
E[gainobs] = E[gainhom] + E[gaininf ] + E[gainoth]
= [μgainsIR − μgainsFR ] +
[μgainsHR − μgainsFR ] + μgainsFR
= μgainsIR + μgainsHR − μgainsFR
5.4 Synthetic Data Experiments
This Section describes my investigation of the characteristics of the proposed
randomization tests on semi-synthetic data. There are two properties of the statistical
tests that need to be examined: (1) Type I error : the probability of rejecting a true
null hypothesis (i.e., incorrectly concluding that there is a significant effect when there
is not); (2) Power : the probability of rejecting a false null hypothesis (i.e., correctly
concluding that there is a significant effect when there is one). If a statistical test has
elevated levels of Type I error, that implies that many of the conclusions we draw
from the test may be incorrect. In contrast, if a statistical test has low statistical
power, that implies that legitimate performance differences may not be detected as
significant.
To create synthetic data, we start with a base of real-world social network data
and use the distributions of observed changes to generate posterior data with different
characteristics. On data with random changes we evaluate the Type I error of the
test; on data with simulated homophily/influence effects we evaluate the statistical
power of the tests. The results show that my proposed tests have low Type I error
and power increases as the number of data changes increase.
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5.4.1 Data
Using a small subset of the Facebook network comprised of 56,000 Purdue stu-
dents and 3 million communications collected in March 2008 (see section 5.6 for more
details) as the basis for time t, we generated semi-synthetic data sets for time t+1 de-
signed to either maximize or minimize the presence of homophily or influence effects.
The synthetic data in time t+1 uses the distribution of changes in the original Face-
book sample (i.e., number of adds/drops per person), however our data generation
procedure chooses a new set of changes to ensure the data have certain characteristics
(e.g., homophily).
More specifically, hold Gt and Xt constant but generate new data for Gt+1 and
Xt+1 to create three types of datasets:
Random: Changes are made randomly so there is no homophily or influence effect.
Homophily-rich: Attribute changes are made randomly, link changes are designed
to maximize homophily.
Influence-rich: Link changes are made randomly, attribute changes are designed to
maximize influence.
To generate data with homophily, link additions are chosen to maximize similarity
among the incident nodes. When selecting a new link, the following weights are
assigned to each possible link: 1 + γ(#overlaps). Here #overlaps is the number of
attribute values that the nodes share. The link weights are then normalized over all
possible new links (pairs of unlinked nodes) to produce a probability of selecting any
given link. The probabilities are used to randomly select the appropriate number of
link additions, while weighting the likelihood heavily toward similar pairs of nodes.
Dropping links is done in a similar manner except that this probability is calculated
across current links in t and the inverse is used to drop links among pairs of nodes
that are most dissimilar.
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To generate data with influence, we add attribute values in a similar way. Here we
again compute a weight for each attribute value: 1+γ(#overlaps), but #overlaps is
defined to be the number of neighbors who have the attribute value under consider-
ation. Likewise the inverse is used to determine which attribute values are dropped.
5.4.2 Methodology
Type I errors correspond to cases when the null hypothesis is incorrectly rejected—
in other words, false positive assessments of significance, when there is in fact no
significant homophily/influence effect. To estimate the Type I error rate for each of
the tests, we generated data with random changes in time t + 1. Thus any observed
gain in C is entirely random—so any assessment of significance will correspond to
a Type I error. To evaluate the Type I error of the tests, we used the procedure
outlined in Figure 5.8.
Type II errors correspond to cases when the null hypothesis is incorrectly accepted—
in other words, false negative assessments of significance, when there is in fact a
significant homophily/influence effect. Power is the complement of the Type II error
rate—the proportion of significant effects that are correctly identified (1−P (TypeII)).
To estimate Type II error of the tests, we generated data for time t + 1 with ei-
ther homophily or influence effects. Thus all observed gains in C should be deemed
significant—any test that fails will correspond to a Type II error. To evaluate the
statistical power of the tests, we used the procedure outlined in Figure 5.9.
5.5 Experimental Results
We evaluated the Type I error rates of each test using semi-synthetic data, where
the attribute and link changes are made at random. The power of the homophily
and influence tests were evaluated using the Homophily-rich and Influence-rich data,
respectively. For these experiments, unless otherwise noted, we used N = 20, α =
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TypeIError(Gt, Xt,ΔG,ΔX , N, α) :
for i in 1..N do
Generate Git+1, X
i
t+1 with random changes
numIncorrectSigTests = 0


















Figure 5.8.: Method to measure Type I error rate.
Power(Gt, Xt,ΔG,ΔX , N, α) :























Figure 5.9.: Method to measure statistical power.
0.05, γ = 100 where N is the number of synthetic graphs generated, and report
average rates over 50 attribute values (i.e., group memberships).
The first column of Table 5.3 reports the Type I rates of the choice-based random-
ization test. Since we used α = 0.05, we expect the error rates to be equal to 0.05.
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Table 5.3.: Type I error and power for the choice-based randomization method.
P(TypeI) Power Power
Rand. ΔX Rand. ΔX Infl. ΔX
Rand. ΔG Hom. ΔG Rand. ΔG
Homophily test 0.035 0.57 na
Influence test 0.04 na 0.76
This is indeed the case for both the homophily and the influence tests, indicating that
the tests are likely to be accurate in practice.
Next we evaluated statistical power. In this case we created data with only the
effect we were attempting to identify: (1) random attribute changes, homophily-
based link changes (2) random link changes, influence-based attribute changes. The
maximum powers achieved with these tests are shown in columns 2 and 3 of Table 5.3.
Figure 5.10 shows the interaction between the parameters of the semi-synthetic
data and statistical power achieved. The power of the initial test for identifying
homophily was 0.57, meaning an effect was correctly identified 57% of the time on
data generated to include homophily. The average power for detecting influence
based on our initial semi-synthetic datasets was significantly lower at 0.20, the lowest
point shown in Figure 5.10(a). We conjectured that this was due to the presence
of fewer changes in attribute values in the original data, compared to changes in
the link structure. In particular, many fewer attribute values were being added—in
the Facebook sample, the average number of link adds per node was 4.08 while the
average number of attribute adds was 0.26 for the same set.
As we increase the number of additions for each node in the graph, the power
increases (shown in Figure 5.10(a)), reaching a value of 0.65 at 10 additional attribute
additions. This is partially due to an increase in effect size (i.e., increase in overall
level of influence) but the quantity of attribute changes adds an additional effect, over
and above any increase in correlation gain due to increased influence.
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Figure 5.10.: Power analysis of influence and homophily randomization tests. (a)
Influence test power, as number of group additions increases. (b) Influence test power,
as effect size increases. (c) Homophily test power, as effect size increases.
The synthetic data generates homophily and influence by selecting link and at-
tribute changes such that the correlation between node neighbors is maximized. If
there are no such changes available, there will be less homophily and influence present
in the synthetic data which degrades the power of the randomization tests. In ad-
dition, the distribution after randomizing will be closer to the original data as fewer
changes can be randomized, which also reduces the power of the tests.
Figure 5.10(b)-5.10(c) shows the increase in statistical power as we systematically
increase or decrease the effect size for either influence or homophily. Specifically, we
varied γ to change the probability of selecting links and groups that produce auto-
correlation in the synthetic data. The influence test had an additional 10 attribute
additions as described previously. For the influence test we used γ values of 1, 10,
20, 50 and for the homophily test values of 1, 10, 50, 100. We then plotted the
expected power of the tests against the median chi gain of the groups. Greater chi
gain places the group further from the null distribution, increasing the effect size. As
expected, the power of each test decreases as the effect size decreases, dropping from
the maximum values of 0.57 and 0.76 down to minimums of 0.035 and 0.04.
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5.6 Real Data Experiments
5.6.1 Data
We evaluated our approach on data from the public Purdue Facebook network.
Facebook is a popular online social network site with over 250 million members world-
wide. Members create and maintain a personal profile page, which contains informa-
tion about their views, interests, and friends, and can be listed as private or public.
Friendship links are undirected and are formed through an invitation by one user along
with a confirmation by the other. To be affiliated with a University network, users
must have a valid email account within the appropriate domain (e.g., purdue.edu),
thus the members consist of students, faculty, staff, and alumni. The network we con-
sidered comprised more than 3 million public friendship links among 56,000 members.
Users had an average and median degree of 46 and 81 respectively. The friendship
links and group memberships were collected in both March 2008 and again in March
2009 which will be used for t and t+ 1.
In addition to the friendship links, we considered a set of attributes corresponding
to public group membership. Group membership information is posted in the users’
profile pages. Each “group” maintains a separate page reflecting some interest (e.g.,
friends of AAAI), and users who share that interest can become members of the
group.
For this work, we considered the set of 2648 (public) Facebook users belonging to
the class of 2011 student network. For the first time step, we used the friendship links
and group memberships fromMarch 2008. For the second time step we used friendship
links and group memberships from March 2009. The students in this sample belong
to 494 groups, so we consider each group membership as a binary attribute that can
change from one time step to the next.
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To investigate homophily and influence in Facebook, we computed the observed
correlation gain for each group membership attribute from t = 2008 to t+ 1 = 2009.
We then applied the choice-based randomization procedure to determine if the gains
exhibited significant homophily and/or influence effects. Due to the low type I error
of the choice-based test, the discovered significant patterns are likely to be correct.
However, the low power for influence identification (given the observed number of
attribute changes in the sample) means that the influence test may not be able detect
all effects in the data.
Of the 494 groups, notably 143 (29%) exhibited a significant correlation gain of
some type. The assessments of significance are summarized in Table 5.4. Note that
there are more groups that exhibit significant homophily effects (118) compared to
significant influence effects (32). This is likely due the larger number of link changes,
which results in higher power for the homophily test.
To explore the types of groups exhibiting each type of effect, we examined a set
of group names selected at random from each cell in Table 5.4. Table 5.5 list some
examples from each category.
Groups with significant homophily effects seem to include opportunities for mem-
bers to meet in person. For example, Boiler Gold Rush is a freshman orientation
program for Purdue where members are likely to meet, members of the Capture the
Flag group presumably meet to play the game, and Levee Tan is a local tanning
salon.
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Table 5.5.: Example groups with each possible combination of effect.
Homophily and Influence (7 groups)
Purdue Habitat for Humanity
Tell 10 to Tell 10
Levee Tan
I started doing homework but I ended up on Facebook
Homophily Only (111 groups)
Purdue Capture the Flag
Honors Engineering Community 2007-2008
Boiler Gold Rush 2008
Purdue Opportunity Awards 2007-2008
Influence Only (25 groups)
NOBAMA IN 08
I bet I can still find 1,000,000 people who dislike
George Bush
Hokay, so here’s the Earth
i need numberss asap
No Effect (351 groups)
I support Welcome Home




Groups with significant influence effects seem to have a political or activist aspect
to them. This includes anti-Obama and anti-Bush groups as well groups like Habitat
for Humanity and Tell 10 to Tell 10, which is a breast cancer awareness group.
Another group of note is i need numberss [sic] asap. This group was created by
a user who had lost his phone and wanted his friends to post their phone numbers
to the group wall. The members of this group already had friendship links between
them and were joining the group to share phone numbers with other friends which
naturally produces a detectable influence effect.
5.7 Discussion
In this Chapter we have shown how randomization testing can use a delta chi-
squared score two distinguish two network properties that are often confounded. By
permuting only the edge selections or the attribute changes we can find the delta chi-
squared score associated with both edge changes and attribute changes. As homophily
is an edge selection property and social influence is an attribute change property, this
lets us test each separately using the same statistic but different null distributions
avoiding the confounding of these two properties.
The networks in the two slices are not guaranteed to have the same number of
edges or nodes; in fact it is rarely the case that the network size remains constant.
The statistic used, chi-squared score, is dependent on the number of entries in the
contingency table and the delta chi-square will be biased if the sum of the table
changes. The total number of entries is N2, so if the number of nodes changes there
will be some bias in the delta chi-squared score. However, the accuracy of the test is
not affected by this bias in the test statistic. As the delta chi-squared scores of the
null distribution are generated from permutations that approximately preserve the
edge and node count of the two network slices, the same bias will be present in the
null distribution. While the null distribution will not be centered around zero, it is
still appropriate to perform the hypothesis test using this null distribution and the
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test accuracy will not suffer. Properties that could normally confound a hypothesis
test are not an issue if those properties are identical in both the null distribution and
the test case.
However, permutation testing is not easy to apply in all cases. In this work we
have assumed that the edge generation process is purely due to the homophilic pref-
erences of the nodes and the attribute adoption process is purely due to influence.
What if the hypotheses were to distinguish triangle preference from homophily? One
would need a permutation that could re-select the edges preserving triangles or ho-
mophily while destroying the other, which requires a more complex model of the
edge probabilities than random reassignment. This becomes even more difficult if
other properties like the random walk distances or the centrality of nodes are to be
preserved: currently there is no clear way to perform a network permutation while
keeping these sorts of path properties constant. Rather than performing a very com-
plex and very constrained permutation, it would be simpler if statistics were available
that had a one-to-one correspondence with the processes they are meant to measure.
In the next Chapter we will show that utilizing Size-Consistent Statistics for net-
work hypothesis tests can provide this one-to-one correspondence under the proper
conditions.
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6 SIZE-CONSISTENT STATISTICS FOR ANOMALY DETECTION IN
DYNAMIC NETWORKS
Table 6.1.: Glossary of terms
Gt Observed graph at time t
Vt Set of vertices in graph Gt, size N
Wt Weighted adjacency matrix of Gt
|Wt| Total weight of Wt
P ∗t True distribution of edge weights in the underlying model, size |V ∗|xN∗
A∗t Adjacency matrix of P
∗
t ; i.e. aij,t = I[p
∗
ij,t > 0]
V ∗ True vertex set of underlying model, Vt ⊂ V ∗
Pt Renormalized distribution of edge weight on vertex set Vt, used to sample Gt
At Adjacency matrix of Pt; i.e. aij,t = I[pij,t > 0]
|At| Number of nonzero cells in adjacency matrix
P̂t Approximate distribution of edge weights estimated from Gt: p̂ij,t =
wij,t
|Wt|1
Ât Adjacency matrix of Gt; i.e. aij,t = I[wij,t > 0]
p∗t Mean value of any nonzero cell in P
∗
t
pt Mean value of any nonzero cell in Pt
p̂t Mean value of any nonzero cell in P̂t
p∗t
∣∣∣∣Vt Mean value of the P ∗t cells that belong to vertex subset Vt
wrowi,2 Total weight in row i of Wt
p∗row,t Expected mass in any row of P
∗
t
prow,t Expected mass in any row of Pt
p̂row,t Expected mass in any row of P̂t
p∗row,t|Vt Expected mass of rows in P ∗t , excluding any rows or cells that do not belong to Vt
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6.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, we will focus on the task of anomaly detection in a dynamic
network where the structure of the network is changing over time. For example,
each time step could represent one day’s worth of activity on an e-mail network or
communications of a computer network. The goal is then to identify any time steps
where the pattern of those communications seems abnormal compared to those of
other time steps.
This differs from the task in the previous Chapter as instead of distinguishing
the effects of two network properties, we want to compare new graph examples ver-
sus older ones and see if the properties responsible for the new graphs differ from
the “normal” ones that created the older examples. In addition, certain network
properties - the ones controlling edge count, node count, and density - are changing
constantly. As discussed in Chapter 4, these graph size properties are confounding
factors for virtually all network statistics making it difficult to test for changes in
other properties.
Also the construction of the null distribution differs from the previous Chapter.
Before the null was created through a permutation process that controlled the prop-
erties of the null distribution graphs. Here past observations of the dynamic network
make up the null graphs rather than semi-synthetic examples, and as such the prop-
erties of those graphs cannot be strictly controlled like before. Instead, the approach
will be to carefully define the test statistics such that they are robust to changes
in the confounding factors - if the statistic values do not change as the confound-
ing properties change, then no testing errors will occur. The flowchart in Figure 6.2
outlines this approach.
A typical real-world network experiences many changes in the course of its natural
behavior, changes which are not examples of anomalous events. The most common
of these is variation in the volume of edges. In the case of an e-mail network where
the edges represent messages, the network could be growing in size over time or there
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could be random variance in the number of messages sent each day. The statistics used
to measure the network properties are usually intended to capture some other effect of
the network than simply the volume of edges: for example, the common clustering co-
efficient is a measure of transitivity which is the propensity for triangular interactions
in the network. However, statistics such as the clustering coefficient are Statistically
Inconsistent as the size of the network changes - more or fewer edges/nodes change
the output of the statistic even when the transitivity property is constant making
graph size a confounding factor. Statistical consistency and inconsistency are de-
scribed in more detail in Section 6.3. Even on an Erdös-Rényi network, which does
not explicitly capture transitive relationships through a network property, the clus-
tering coefficient will be greater as the number of edges in the network increases as
more triangles will be closed due to random chance. When statistics vary with the
number of edges in the network, it is not valid to compare different network time
steps using those statistics unless the number of edges is constant in each time step.
Table 6.1 shows a glossary of terms that will be used throughout this Chapter.
Some, like the terms Gt, Vt, and Wt, are from the dynamic graph definitions used
previously. The other terms will be explained as they are used throughout the Chap-
ter.
Figure 6.1 shows the effect of statistical (in)consistency. During the experiment
pairs of graphs were generated using a Chung-Lu generative model (described in
Section 6.6) with a certain number of total edges. Subfigure (a) shows the values
of a Size Consistent Statistic called Probability Mass Shift (described in Section 6.4)
calculated on pairs of graphs, while Subfigure (b) shows the same for the Netsimile
statistic (described in a previous Chapter). Each black point shows the average value
of 100 generated graph pairs while the red points are the minimum and maximum of
these pairs. As the edge weight increases (x-axis) the statically consistent Mass Shift
(6.1a) maintains a consistent mean, whereas the statistically inconsistent Netsimile
(6.1b) varies wildly, even though all graphs are generated from the same underlying
model (Chung-Lu [79] with a power law degree distribution).
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Figure 6.1.: Statistic values network data generated from same model, but with
increasing size. Behavior of (a) Consistent Statistic; (b) Inconsistent Statistic. Black
pts: avg of 100 trials, red pts: [min, max].
In this Chapter, we will analytically characterize statistics by their sensitivity to
network size, and offer principled alternatives that are consistent estimators of
network behavior, which empirically give more accurate results when finding anoma-
lies in dynamic networks with varying sizes. In terms of confounding effects this
approach eliminates confounding by ensuring that the test statistics used do not vary
when the confounding network properties change, bringing the statistics closer to the












Figure 6.2.: Controlling for confounding effects through careful definition of the test
statistics.
The major contributions of this Chapter are:
• We define Size Inconsistent and Size Consistent properties of network
statistics and show that Size Consistent statistics have fewer false positives
and false negatives that Inconsistent statistics.
• We prove that several commonly used network statistics are Size Inconsistent
and fail to capture the network behavior with varying network densities.
• We introduce provably Size Consistent statistics which measure changes to the
network structure regardless of the total number of observed edges.
• We demonstrate that our proposed statistics converge quickly and have superior
ROC performance compared to conventional statistics.
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6.2 Problem Definition and Data Model
Let G = {V,W} be a weighted graph that represents a network, where V is the
node set andW is the weighted adjacency matrix representing messages or some other
interaction, with wij the number of messages between nodes i and j. Let |V | and
|W | refer to the number of nodes, and total weight of the edges, in G respectively. A
dynamic network is simply a set of graphs {G1, G2, ...GT} where each graph represents
network activity within a consistent-width time step (e.g. one step per day).
Problem definition: Given a stream of graph examples {G1, G2, ..., Gt−1} drawn
from a normal model Mn, and a graph Gt drawn from an unknown model, determine
if Gt was drawn from M
n or some alternative model Ma.
Given an observed graph, we wish to decide if this graph exhibits the same be-
havior (network properties) as past graph examples or if is likely the product of some
different, anomalous properties. We will be solving this problem with hypothesis tests
utilizing network statistics as the test statistics. If Sk(G) is some network statistic
designed to measure a network property k, then the set of statistics calculated on the
normal examples {Sk(G1), Sk(G2), ..., Sk(Gt−1)} forms the empirical null distribution,
and the value Sk(Gt) is the test point.
For this work we will use a two-tailed test with p-values of α = 0.05. Anomalous
test cases where the null hypothesis is rejected correspond to true positives; normal
cases where the null hypothesis is rejected correspond to false positives. Likewise
anomalous cases where the null is not rejected correspond to false negatives and
normal cases where the null is not rejected correspond to true negatives.
The anomaly detection procedure is summarized in Figure 6.3 from model down
to null distribution and test point.
If all the graph examples have the same number of edges and nodes then graph
size cannot be a confounding factor regardless of the choice of test statistic - those
properties are naturally controlled in the data. However, if Mn and Ma produce
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graphs with a variable number of edges and nodes then any test statistic needs to be
robust to changes in the graph size. Ideally, if Gx, Gy ∼ M but |Vx| = |Vy|, |Wx| =
|Wy| we would still want Sk(Gx) ≈ Sk(Gy) to be true.
To accommodate the observations of graphs of varying size, let us assume the mod-
els that generated the observed graphs are hidden but take the form of a multinomial
sampling procedure. Let P ∗ be a |V ∗| × |V ∗| matrix where the rows and columns
represent a node set V ∗ and the sum of all cells is equal to 1. Here V ∗ represents a
large set of possible nodes, i.e., larger than the set we may see in any one graph G.
The entry p∗ij,t specifies the probability that a randomly sampled message at time t is
between i and j. Let |V | and |W | be drawn from distributions MV and MW .
5.0 3.5 14.5 12.5
MN MA
Figure 6.3.: Dynamic network anomaly detection task. Given past instances of graphs
created by the typical model of behavior, identify any new graph instance created by
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Figure 6.4.: Graph generation process. The matrix P ∗ represents all possible nodes
and their interaction probabilities. By sampling |V | nodes and |W | edges the observed
graph G is obtained.
The full generative process for all graphs is then:
• Draw |V | ∼ MV . Select V from V ∗ uniformly at random.
• Construct P by selecting the rows/columns from P ∗ that correspond to V and
normalize the probabilities to sum to 1 (i.e., pij =
1
Z





• Draw |W | ∼ MW . Sample |W | messages using probabilities P .
• Construct the graph G = (V,W ) from the sampled messages.
G is the output of a multinomial sampling procedure on P , with each independent
message sample increasing the weight of one cell in W . P itself is a set of probabilities
obtained by sampling V from V ∗. This graph generation process is summarized in
figure 6.4.
Given this generative process, the difference between normal and anomalous graphs
is characterized by differences in their underlying models. Let the normal model be
represented by P ∗n,MnV and M
n
W and let the anomalous model be represented by
P ∗a,MaV and M
a
W . Finding instances where MV or MW are anomalous is trivial since
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we can use the count of nodes or messages as the test statistic. Finding instances
of graphs drawn from P ∗a is more difficult as our choice of network statistics affects
whether we are sensitive to changes in |W | or |V |.
If we redefine our network statistics to be functions over P ∗ instead of G we avoid
the problem of graph size as a confounding factor as P ∗ is independent of MV or
MW . However, since P
∗ is unobservable, there is no way to calculate Sk(P ∗) directly.
Instead we can only calculate Ŝk(G) from the observed graph G. Ŝk(G) is an estimate
of Sk(P ) using the sampled messages W to estimate the underlying probabilities, and
Sk(P ) itself is an estimate of the true Sk(P
∗) on a subset V of the total nodes. So just
as the sampling procedure follows P ∗ → P → G, the estimation procedure follows
the inverse steps Ŝk(G) → Sk(P ) → Sk(P ∗).
Delta statistics like Graph Edit Distance can also be used for anomaly detection.
In this case the empirical statistic will be Ŝk(G1, G2), where G1 and G2 are generated





2 ). In order to be consistent Delta statistics should not change
when either graph changes in size.
Ideally, Ŝk(G) = Sk(P ) = Sk(P
∗) and we would have the same output regardless
of W and V , being sensitive only to changes in the model. However this is typically
not attainable in practice as it is difficult to estimate the true statistic value from
graphs that are extremely small - few edges and nodes provides less evidence of the
underlying properties. In addition, an unbiased statistic with extremely high variance
is also a poor test statistic. In many scenarios the best statistics are ones which
converge to the value of Sk(P
∗) as |V |, |W | increase, a property that we will refer to
as Size Consistency. In the next section we will formally define the properties of Size
Consistent and Size Inconsistent statistics and show how they affect the accuracy of
hypothesis tests.
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6.3 Properties of the Test Statistic
6.3.1 Size Consistency
As described previously, a statistic Sk(P
∗) depends on the properties of the pro-
cedure that generated the graph instance and is a measure of the graph properties
independent of the exact number of edges and nodes in the graph. Although the
empirical statistic Ŝk(G) may not be independent of the edge and node count, if it
converges to Sk(P
∗) as |V | and |W | increase it is a reasonable approximation as long
as |V | and |W | are large enough. The bias of the empirical statistic due to graph size
is abs(Sk(P
∗)− Ŝk(G)); if this bias converges to 0 as |V | and |W | increase then Ŝk(G)
is Size Consistent.
Definition 6.3.1 A statistic Ŝk is Size Consistent w.r.t. Sk if:
lim
|W |→∞
Ŝk(G)− Sk(P ) = 0
AND lim
|V |→|V ∗|
Sk(P )− Sk(P ∗) = 0
Delta statistics have the same requirements for consistency as standard statistic
except that the edge and node count of both graphs must be increasing.
Definition 6.3.2 A delta statistic Ŝk is Size Consistent w.r.t. Sk if:
lim
|V1|,|V2|→|V ∗|
Ŝk(G1, G2) = Sk(P1, P2)
AND lim
|W1|,|W2|→∞





Theorem 6.3.1 False Positive Rate for Size Consistent Statistics
Let {G1...Gx} be a finite set of “normal” graphs drawn from P ∗, MnW and MnV and let
Gtest be a test graph drawn from P
∗, MaW and M
a
V . Let |Wmin| be the minimum edge
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count in both {Gx} and Gtest and |Vmin| be the minimum node count. For a hypothesis
test using a Size Consistent test statistic Sk and a p-value of α, as |Wmin| → ∞ and
|Vmin| → |V ∗| the probability of identifying Gtest as a false positive approaches α.
Proof If Ŝk(G) is a consistent estimator of Sk(P ), then as |Wmin| → ∞, Ŝk(G) →
Sk(P ) and if Sk(P ) is a consistent estimator of Sk(P
∗) then as |Vmin| → |V ∗|, Sk(P ) →
Sk(P
∗). If {G1...Gx} and Gtest are drawn from P ∗n, then Ŝk(G1)...Ŝk(Gx) and Ŝk(Gtest
are converging to the same distribution of values and the hypothesis test will reject
with the p-value probability of α.
As the number of edges and nodes drawn for the null distribution and test instance
increase, the bias abs(Sk(P
∗) − Ŝk(G)) of the statistic calculated on those networks
converges to zero. This means that Ŝk(G) effectively becomes equal to Sk(P
∗), and
the outcome of the hypothesis test is only dependent on whether the test instance
and null examples were both drawn from P ∗n or if the test instance was drawn from
P ∗a. Even if the test case has an unusual number of edges or nodes, as long as the
number of edges and nodes is not too small there will not be a false positive.
Size consistency is also beneficial in the case of false negatives. A statistic which
is sensitive to changes in the edge or node count will produce a null distribution
with high variance if MnV or M
n
W have high variance, which increases the chance of
producing false negatives. A size consistent statistic will have less variance as |V | and
|W | increase, so as long as the minimum outputs of MnV or MnW are not too small the
variance will be negligible.
Theorem 6.3.2 False Negative Rate for Size Consistent Statistics
Let Gtest be a network that is anomalous (i.e., drawn from P
∗a, MnV , M
n
W ) with respect
to property k, and {G1...Gx} be graph examples drawn from P ∗n, MnV , MnW . Let |Wmin|
be the minimum of MnW and |Vmin| be the minimum of MnV . As |Wmin| → ∞ and
|Vmin| → |V ∗| the probability of failing to reject Gtest approach 0 if P ∗n = P ∗a.
Proof If Ŝk(G) is a consistent estimator of Sk(P ), then as |Wmin| → ∞, Ŝk(G) →
Sk(P ) and if Sk(P ) is a consistent estimator of Sk(P
∗) then as |Vmin| → |V ∗|, Sk(P ) →
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Sk(P
∗). If Sk(P ∗a) = Sk(P ∗n), then as |Wmin| → ∞ and |Vmin| → |V ∗| the statistic
Ŝk(Gtest) and the set of statistics Ŝk(G1), Ŝk(G2), ...Ŝk(Gx) converge to different values
and Gtest will be flagged as an anomaly with probability 1.
Now that we have investigated the effects of size consistency, we must look at the
effects of its inverse.
6.3.2 Size Inconsistency
Size Inconsistency is the inverse of size consistency: if a statistic is not size con-
sistent, then it is size inconsistent.
Definition 6.3.3 A statistic Ŝk is Size Inconsistent w.r.t. Sk if:
lim
|W |→∞
Ŝk(G)− Sk(P ) = 0
OR lim
|V |→|V ∗|
Sk(P )− Sk(P ∗) = 0
Where Sk is a nontrivial function (a trivial function being one that is a constant, ∞,
or −∞ for all input values). This definition also applies to the delta statistic case.
Theorem 6.3.3 False Positives for Size Divergent Statistics
Let {G1...Gx} be a finite set of “normal” graphs drawn from P ∗, MnW , and MnV and
Gtest be a test graph drawn from P
∗. If Ŝk(G) diverges with increasing |W | or |V |
and MnW , M
n
V have finite bounds, there is some |V | or |W | for which a hypothesis test
using Sk(G) as the test statistic will incorrectly flag Gtest as an anomaly.
Proof When the set of graphs {G1...Gx} are used to estimate an empirical dis-
tribution of the null Ŝk, the distribution is bounded by max[Sk({G1...Gx})] and
min[Sk({G1...Gx})], so the critical points φlower and φupper of a hypothesis test using
this set of graphs will be within these bounds. Since an increasing |Wtest| or |Vtest|
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implies Sk(Gtest) diverges, then there exists a |Wtest| or |Vtest| such that Sk(Gtest) is
not within φlower and φupper and will be rejected by the test.
Size Inconsistency generally occurs when the value of a statistic is a linear function
of the edge weight or the number of nodes in the graph: when the edge weight or
the number of nodes goes to infinity, the output of the statistic also diverges. If a
statistic is dependent on the size of a graph, then two graphs both drawn from P ∗n
may produce entirely different values and a false positive will occur.
A second problem occurs when the edge counts in the estimation set have high
variance. If the statistic is dependent on the number of edges, noise in the edge counts
translates to noise in the statistic values which lowers the statistical power (i.e. the
percentage of true anomalies detected) of the test. With a sufficient amount of edge
count noise, the signal is completely drowned out and the statistical power of the
anomaly detector drops to zero.
Theorem 6.3.4 False Negatives for Size Divergent Statistics
Let Gtest be a network that is anomalous (i.e., drawn from P
∗a) with respect to prop-
erty k. If Sk(G) diverges with increasing |W | or |V | there exists some MnW or MnV
with sufficient variance such that a hypothesis test with p-value α and empirical null
distribution Ŝk will fail to detect Sk(Gtest) as an anomaly with probability 1− α.
Proof Let Gtest be the test network drawn from P
∗a, MnW , and M
n
V , and {G1...Gx}
be the set of null distribution graphs drawn from P ∗n, MnW and M
n
V . If Sk(G) is
a divergent function of |W | or |V |, then the variance of of the null distribution Ŝk
estimated from {G1...Gx} is dependent on the variance of |W | and |V |. If the variance
of sampled |W | or |V | is sufficiently large, the variance of Ŝk will increase to cover
all possible Sk(G) values, and the test instance will fail to be flagged as an anomaly
with probability 1− α.
With a sufficient amount of edge count noise, the statistical power of the anomaly
detector drops to zero. Regardless of whether a time step is an example of an anomaly
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or not, if the variance of the test statistic is dominated by random noise in the edge
count the time step will only be flagged due to random chance.
These theorems show that divergence with number of edges or nodes can lead to
both false positives and false negatives from anomaly detectors that look for unusual
network properties other than edge count. These theorems have been defined using a
statistic calculated on a single network, but some statistics are delta measures which
are measured on two networks. In these cases, the edge counts of either or both of
the networks can cause edge dependency issues.
6.4 Network Statistics
In this section we introduce our set of proposed size consistent statistics, as well
as analyze multiple existing statistics to determine if they are size consistent or incon-
sistent. These properties are summarized in Table 6.2; Fast Convergence indicates
fewer necessary edge/node observations to obtain a high level of accuracy.
6.4.1 Conventional Statistics
Graph Edit Distance The graph edit distance (GED) mentioned in Chapter 2 is
often used in anomaly detection tasks. GED on a weighted graph is typically defined
as:




abs(wij,1 − wij,2) (6.1)
Claim 1 GED is a Size Inconsistent statistic.
Consider the case where G1 and G2 are both drawn from P
∗. Let |W2| = |W1|+WΔ
where WΔ is some constant value. The expected difference in weights between two
nodes i, j in G1 versus G2 is:
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E[wij,1 − wij,2] = |W1|pij − (|W1|+WΔ)pij = WΔpij











As GED(G1, G2) is converging to a constant value, it is not converging to a nontrivial
Sk and the first condition of Size Consistency is violated. 
Degree Distribution and Degree Dist. Difference As defined before the De-
gree Distribution of a graph is the distribution of node degrees. In this task we will
find the difference between the degree distributions of two graphs using a delta statis-












I[Di(G2) ∈ bink])2 (6.2)
where Bins is a consecutive sequence of equal size bins which encompass all degree
values in both graphs. Note that this value is an approximation of the Cramér von-
Mises criterion between the two empirical degree distributions. Let the probabilistic
degree of node i be Di(P
∗) =
∑
j =i∈V ∗ p
∗










Mass Shift  
Probabilistic Degree  
Triangle Probability  





















2 ) ∈ bink])2 (6.3)
Claim 2 DD(G1, G2) is a Size Inconsistent statistic.
Let G1, G2 be drawn from P
∗ using the same node set V and let |W2| = |W1| +WΔ












So for sufficiently large WΔ, at least one node will be placed into a higher bin for G2
versus G1, and the limit lim|W1|,|W2|→∞ DD(G1, G2) is not equal to DD(P
∗, P ∗). This
violates the first condition of Size Consistency and therefore the Degree Distribution
Difference is Size Inconsistent. 
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Other measures create aggregates using the degrees of multiple nodes [19,60] but
as the degree is size inconsistent these aggregates tend to be so as well.
Weighted Clustering Coefficient Clustering coefficient is a measure of the tran-
sitivity, the propensity to form triangular relationships in a network. As the standard
clustering coefficient defined in Chapter 2 is not designed for weighted graphs we will
be analyzing a weighted clustering coefficient, specifically the Barrat weighted clus-











where âij = I[wij > 0], Di(G) =
∑
j wij, and ki =
∑
j aij. Other weighted clustering
coefficients exist but they behave similarly to the Barrat coefficient.



























































































































Other weighted clustering coefficients such as those proposed by Onnela et. al. [95]
and Holme et. al. [96] behave in a similar manner.
Deltacon The core element of the Deltacon statistic is the Affinity Matrix which
is a measure of the closeness (in terms of random walk distance) between all nodes
in a graph. Pairs of graphs with similar Affinity Matrices are scored as being more
likely to be from the same distribution.
Claim 4 Deltacon is a Size Consistent statistic.
The Affinity Matrix S is approximated with Fast Belief Propagation and is estimated
with S ≈ I+ ε∗A+ ε2 ∗A2 where A is the adjacency matrix and ε is the coefficient of
attenuating neighbor influence. As |W | → ∞ and |V | → |V ∗| the adjacency matrix
A approaches A∗ which is the adjacency matrix of P ∗, so the statistic does converge
to the value given by the Affinity Matrix difference calculated on the true P ∗ graphs.
However, this convergence will be slow in practice as a small difference between A and
A∗ can cause large changes in the path lengths between nodes if the missing edges
are critical bridges between graph regions.
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Netsimile Netsimile is an aggregate statistic using multiple simple statistics to form
descriptive vectors. These statistics include number of neighbors, clustering coefficient
(unweighted), two-hop neighborhood size, clustering coefficient of neighbors, and total
edges, outgoing edges, and neighbors of the egonet.
Claim 5 Netsimile is a Size Inconsistent statistic.
Statistics that use the raw edge count such as Di(G) will not be consistent as shown
earlier, so aggregates that use these types of statistics will also be inconsistent. The
statistic uses the Canberra distance (abs(Sk(G1)−Sk(G2))
Sk(G1)+Sk(G2)
) for each component statistic
Sk as a form of normalization, but as the component statistics diverge to infinity the
Canberra distance converges to 0 and the normalization is still inconsistent.
6.4.2 Proposed Size Consistent Statistics
We will now define a set of Size Consistent statistics designed to measure network
properties similar to the previously described dependent statistics, but without the
sensitivity to total network edge count. They will also be designed such that the
































Figure 6.5.: Estimation of the P̂t matrix from the observed W weights.
These statistics use a matrix P̂t where p̂ij,t =
wij,t
|Wt| which is empirical estimate of
Pt obtained by normalizing the matrix as shown in figure 6.5. Obtaining this matrix
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can be thought of as a reversal of the sampling process shown in Figure 6.4. Although
P̂t is only an estimate of Pt, it is an unbiased one, and given an increasingly large
|Wt| it will be eventually exactly equal to Pt. Therefore, empirical statistics which
use P̂t in place of Pt as their input will converge to the true statistic calculated on Pt
and the statistic converges w.r.t. |Wt|.
However, this does not guarantee that P̂t will converge in probability to P
∗
t as
the number of nodes in Vt increases. In fact, the value of any cell p̂ij,t is inversely
proportionate to |Vt|: as both P̂t and P ∗t are probability distributions which sum to 1,
the more cells in either matrix the lower the probability mass in each cell on average.
This concentrating effect as Vt is sampled from V
∗
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Figure 6.6.: Mass of the cells in P increase as |V | decreases.
The solution to avoiding this concentration of probability mass is to introduce













ij∈V pij,t for Sk(Pt), where |A∗t | and |At| are
the number of nonzero cells in P ∗t and Pt respectively. Replacing each p
∗
ij,t and pij,t






ensures that the statistic also converges as |Vt|
increases.
The utility of the p∗t and pt terms is to normalize the probability mass concen-
tration effect when the size of |V | changes. As P is a proper probability distribution
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and sums to a total of 1, decreasing |V | also causes the cells in P to decrease and
the probability mass in each cell to rise (illustrated in figure 6.6). Normalizing by the
mean of each nonzero cell p allows the terms of the consistent statistics to converge
as |V | increases and ensures that the bias remains small. Another way to consider
this term is that p is a renormalization of p∗V where p∗V is the mean of the subset
of P ∗ cells that belong to V . As p∗V is the sample mean approximating p∗ it is an
unbiased estimator of p∗ and the inverse 1
p∗V
is a consistent estimator of 1
p∗ due to
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Figure 6.7.: Visualization of the regions averaged to obtain p∗, p, and p∗V .
Probability Mass Shift We will now introduce a new consistent statistic called
Probability Mass Shift which is a measure of change in the underlying P ∗ matrices
which produced two graphs. Similar to graph edit distance when used on a dynamic
network it is a measure of the rate of change the network is experiencing; unlike graph
edit distance it is consistent with respect to the size of the input graphs.
Let P ∗1 and P
∗
2 be probability distributions over a node set V
∗. Define the Probability

























ij refers to the average value of nonzero cells in P
∗
x











































ij∈V∩ p̂ij, |Âx| =
∑




Theorem 6.4.1 M̂S(G1, G2) is a size consistent statistic which















































, this is an approximation calculated over only











































p∗x|V∩ and (p∗x|V∩)2 are the sample mean and square of the sample mean of the value















































































Let the minimum value of any nonzero cell in Px be a finite ε. The probability
of any node pair not being sampled from Px is (1 − ε)|Wx|, which is converging to 0.
Once every nonzero cell has been sampled, |Âx| = |Ax|, so this term is converging























|A1|2p2ij,1 + |A2|2p2ij,2 − 2|A1||A2|pij,1pij,2
= MS(P1, P2) (6.14)
We can improve upon the empirical version of the statistic by calculating the amount
of bias for |W1|, |W2| values and compensating. As the expectation of w2ij,x for any
node pair i, j given |Wx| can be written as:
EWx [w
2
ij,x] = V ar(wij,x) + EWx [wij,x]
2
= V ar(Bin(|Wx|, pij,x)) + EWx [Bin(|Wx|, pij,x)]2
= |Wx|pij,x(1− pij,x) + |Wx|2p2ij,x (6.15)

























2pij,1(1− pij,1) + 1|W2| |A2|
2pij,2(1− pij,2)








which is equal to MS(P1, P2) plus a bias term.
Although we have shown the empirical mass shift to be size consistent, we can
improve the rate of convergence by subtracting our estimate of the bias:




Probabilistic Degree Distance The Probabilistic Degree Distance is a delta
statistic that measures the difference between the degree distributions of two graphs
in a size-consistent manner. It is defined as:


















2 ) ∈ bink])2 (6.18)







ij is the Probabilistic Degree of a node i, and p
∗ = 1|V ∗|
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is the average probability mass per node. We can rewrite the probabilistic degree as
PDi(P
∗) = |V ∗|∑j∈V ∗ p∗ij.
As the name suggests the probabilistic degree is a normalized version of node
degree, and the distribution of probabilistic degrees replaces the standard degree
distribution. Before we can begin our proofs about the consistency of the PDD, we
must first analyze the behavior of this probabilistic degree distribution.
The probabilistic degree of a node can be represented as the mean of the masses


























As before let us investigate the effect of node sampling by calculating the value of










































Where p∗row,k|Vk is the mean probability mass per row in P ∗ excluding any
cells/rows that don’t belong in the set Vk.




























If we apply Wald’s equation to E
Vk






∣∣N [|Arowi,k|] ∗ p∗ij,k (6.24)
If we assume that probability mass in row i is evenly distributed amongst the
columns, then the fraction of row mass in Vk versus V
∗









Now if we approximate E
Vk
∣∣N [ 1∑jl∈Vk p∗jl,k ] with a taylor expansion we obtain:
E
Vk








∣∣N [p∗row,k|Vk])3 ∗ V ar(p∗row,k|Vk) (6.26)
If we make the same assumption that row mass is roughly evenly distributed across
the columns of the matrix,
E
Vk
∣∣N [p∗row,k|Vk] = NN∗ ∗ p∗row,k














Putting this together we have
E
Vk












A typical degree distribution of a social network tends to be a power-law in type,
which means that a handful of nodes have a large degree and most have a very small
degree. Again we will assume that covariance between edge probabilities are limited
to within row/column pairs. If we assume that the majority of nodes have a sub
O(N1/2) number of neighbors then the 1/N2 term will be greater than the number
of covariance terms and the bias from these nodes will converge to 0. Likewise, if the
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handful of high degree nodes have a sub O(N) number of neighbors their covariance















Which is the true PDF calculated on P ∗k . This means that the CDF of the row
masses converges to the correct distribution as N approaches N∗. 
Degree Distribution Edge Bias













and V̂k is the set of nodes that have at least one edge in Wk.





As all rows in Pk have at least one cell with nonzero probability, as |Wk| ↑, V̂k → Vk
as the probability of sampling at least one edge from every node approaches 1. So if























EWk [F̂row,k(x)] = Frow,k(x) (6.32)
Now let us define the empirical probabilistic degree distance and analyze its behav-
ior. The empirical probabilistic degree is P̂Di(G) = |V |
∑
j∈V p̂ij and the empirical













I[P̂Di(G2) ∈ bink])2 (6.33)
Theorem 6.4.2 ̂PDD(G1, G2) is a size consistent statistic
which converges to PDD(P ∗1 , P
∗
2 ).
First take the limit of the Probabilistic Degree for a node as |W | increases:
lim
|W |→∞











|W | = |V |
∑
j∈V
pij = PDi(P ) (6.34)
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I[PDi(P2) ∈ bink])2 = PDD(P1, P2) (6.35)
If we take the limit as |V | → |V ∗| of PDi(P ):
lim
|V |→|V ∗|
















can be rewritten as 1
p̄∗|V where p̄
∗|V is the average probability mass per node
in V . As this is an inverse mean, it will converge to the true value 1
p̄∗ , and therefore



























I[PDi(P2) ∈ bink])2 = PDD(P ∗1 , P ∗2 )






































where pbink,x is the probability of any node selected from Vx belonging to bin k. Using
the same approach as with Mass Shift, we obtain a bias correction of − (pk,1)(1−pk,1)|V2| −
(pk,2)(1−pk,2)
|V2| .
Triangle Probability As the name suggests, the triangle probability (TP) statistic
is an approach to capturing the transitivity of the network and an alternative to
traditional clustering coefficient measures. Define the triangle probability as:



































Theorem 6.4.3 T̂P (G) is a size consistent statistic which converges to TP (P ∗).




















|A|3pijpikpjk = TP (P ) (6.40)








































Similar to the approach before, 1
(p̄∗|V )3 converges to
1













jk = TP (P
∗) (6.42)
As with the Mass Shift, let us take the expectation w.r.t. |W | and see if we can
improve the rate of convergence with a bias correction:


















































− E[wjk]cov(wij , wik)− cov(wijwik, wjk)
=
1
|W |3 |W |
3pijpikpjk + |W |2pijpikpjk − cov(wijwik, wjk)
The covariance term can be expanded with the formula for products of random vari-
ables [97]:
cov(wij · wik,wjk) =
E[wij ]cov(wik, wjk) + E[wik]cov(wijwjk)




wijwikwjk − E[wij ]wikwjk
− E[wik]wijwjk − E[wjk]wikwij
+ E[wij ]E[wik]wjk + E[wjk]E[wik]wij
+ E[wij ]E[wjk]wik − E[wij ]E[wjk]E[wik]
]
=− 2|W |2pijpikpjk + E[wijwikwjk]
− |W |pijE[wikwjk]− |W |pikE[wijwjk]
− |W |pjkE[wikwij ]
+ 3|W |3pijpikpjk − |W |3pijpikpjk
=− 2|W |2pijpikpjk
+ E[wijwikwjk]− 3|W |3pijpikpjk
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+ |W |pijcov(wik, wjk)
+ |W |pikcov(wij , wjk) + |W |pjkcov(wik, wij)
+ 3|W |3pijpikpjk − |W |3pijpikpjk
=− 2|W |2pijpikpjk + E[wijwikwjk]
− 3|W |2pijpikpjk − |W |3pijpikpjk
=− 5|W |2pijpikpjk + E[wijwikwjk]− |W |3pijpikpjk








|W |3 (|W |
3pijpikpjk + |W |2pijpikpjk
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So the bias term is 3|W |pijpikpjk. If we subtract the empirical version of this term to






|̂A|3(p̂ij p̂ikp̂jk − 3|W | p̂ij p̂ikp̂jk)
6.5 Anomaly Detection Process
In order to perform the anomaly detection on a dynamic network the collection
of messages need to first be converted into a sequence of graph instances. As each
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message consists of a pair of nodes and an associated timestamp, after picking a
time step width Δ the graph at each sequential time step t is created by adding all
messages falling between t and t+Δ to matrix Wt, producing a sequence of graphs.
The algorithm is described in Figure 6.8.
Then, a statistic value needs to be calculated at every graph instance in the stream.
As the length of the stream is usually short compared to the size of the graphs, the
computational complexity depends on the cost of calculating the network statistics on
the largest graph instance. In order to calculate our consistent statistics P̂t must be
estimated, which is easily obtained by normalizing the observed messages W . Then
the network statistic scores are calculated at each time step. This generates a set
of standard time series which can be analyzed with traditional time series anomaly
detection techniques.
Selection of a proper Δ time step width is crucial. Due to the nature of size-
consistent statistics larger values of Δ will reduce the error associated with statistical
bias, but larger values also reduce the granularity of the detection algorithm making
it harder to pinpoint the exact time that the anomaly occurred.
Now that we have a stream of graphs we can perform the anomaly detection
process. For every time step t the graph at Gt becomes the test graph and the graphs
Gt−1, Gt−2...Gt−k become the null distribution examples (here we use k = 50). By
applying Ŝk to each graph we obtain both the test point and the null distribution.
Given a certain p-value α, we then set the critical points to be the values which reject
the most extreme α/2 values from the null distribution on both sides. If the test
point Ŝk(Gt) falls outside of these critical points we can reject the null hypothesis
and raise an anomaly flag. This detection algorithm is described in 6.9.
6.5.1 Smoothing
Rather than calculating delta statistics using a weighted matrix Wt−1 which con-
tains only the communications of the immediately prior time step, an aggregate of
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GraphProcess(messages,Δ) :
tstart = 0, tend = Δ
while tstart < last timestamp in messages do
W = [], V = {}
for mij,t in messages do
if tstart < t < tend then
if i not in V then
add i to V , wi,x = 0, wx,i = 0
end if
if j not in V then





return Gtstart = {W,V }
return P̂tstart = W/|W |
tstart+ = Δ, tend+ = Δ
end while
Figure 6.8.: Creation of the dynamic graph sequence from message stream using time
step width Δ.
prior time steps Wt−k...Wt−1 can be used by simply calculating the average weighted
matrix W from Wt−k...Wt−1 and then calculating Sk(Wt,W ) as the delta statistic.
The advantage of this approach is that it measures the distance of the current behav-
ior from the average behavior seen in a range of recent past timesteps, and as such is
less susceptible to flagging time t due to an outlier in Wt−1.
Another smoothing option is to use a moving window approach with overlapping
time steps, i.e. calculate Wt,Wt+δ,Wt+2∗δ... where Wt+δ starts at time t+ δ and ends
at time t + δ + Δ. This effectively allows for a larger time step without sacrificing
granularity, as it should be straightforward to find which δ-wide time span that an
anomaly occurred in.
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AnomalyDetection(G1, G2, ...Gt, Sk, α) :
for i in 50...t do
for j in 1...i− 1 do
Add Sk(Gj) to NullDistr
end for
CriticalPoints = CalcCPs(NullDistr, α)
if Sk(Gi) outside CriticalPoints then
Generate Anomaly Flag at time i
end if
end for
Figure 6.9.: Anomaly detection procedure for a graph stream {G1...Gt}, graph statis-
tic Sk and p-value α.
A prior edge weight value for the cells of Wt is another option. Instead of using




ij,t = wij,t+ c for some value of c. In general, c should be
small, usually less than 1, as this prior value adds c|Vt|2 total weight to the matrix
and c|Vt|2 << |Wt| in the ideal case. Larger values of c can easily wash out the actual
network behavior leading all of the graph examples to seem uniform.
So far the P matrices have been estimated with a frequentist approach using the
observed message frequencies to estimate the probabilities. If one desires to assign
a prior distribution to the P matrix, a Bayesian approach is easily implemented by
choosing a Beta distribution for each cell in P and using them as conjugate priors
for normalized binomial distributions using the observed message frequencies as the
evidence. The reason we did not utilize this approach is because it is difficult to choose
proper prior distributions: due to the sparsity of most networks the vast majority of
cells in P are zero. Similar to the prior edge weight approach assigning a nonzero
prior to all cells in P tends to dilute the network, but deciding which cells to assign
a zero prior probability is nontrivial. Because 0 is the natural value for most pairs of




Statistics like probability mass and probabilistic degree can be calculated at each
step in O(|At|) time, making their overall complexity O(|At|t), where |At| is the num-
ber of nonzero elements in Wt. Triangle probability, on the other hand, is more
expensive as some triangle counting algorithm must be applied. The fastest counting
algorithms typically run in O(|V |k) time where 2 < k < 3, making the overall com-
plexity O(|V |kt) for the whole stream. However, if we make the assumption that the
maximum number of neighbors of any node is bounded by nmax, we can approximate
the triangle count with O(|V |n2maxt). Note that any other statistic-based approach
such as Netsimile that utilizes triangle count or clustering coefficient must make the
same approximations in order to run in linear time.
6.6 Experiments
Now that we have established the properties of size-consistent and -inconsistent
statistics we will show the tangible effects of these statistical properties using syn-
thetic, semi-synthetic, and real-world datasets. The objective for the synthetic and
semi-synthetic experiments is to maximize the true positive detection rate (where a
true positive is flagging a graph generated with anomalous parameters) and minimize
the false positive rate (where a false positive is flagging a graph with unusual edge
count or node count but generated with normal parameters). The real-world exper-
iments will be an exploratory analysis, demonstrating how to discover and explain
events in a real-world dynamic graph.
We will compare each of the consistent statistics to the conventional one they were
intended to replace: graph edit distance for probability mass shift, degree distribu-
tion difference to probabilistic degree difference, and Barrat weighted clustering to
triangle probability. In addition we will also compare the performance of the consis-
tent statistics to Netsimile and Deltacon. Netsimile is an aggregate statistic which
attempts to measure graph differences in a variety of dimensions and as such can be
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applied to find many types of anomalies. Deltacon on the other hand measures graph
differences through the distances between nodes in the graphs and attempts to find
anomalies of an entirely different type than the consistent statistics.
6.6.1 Synthetic Data Experiments
In order to create data with specific known properties we used generative graph
models. There are four types of graphs generated:
1. normal graph examples which are used to create the null distribution for a
hypothesis test.
2. edge false positive graphs which are generated using the same model parameters
but with additional sampled edges.
3. node false positive graphs which are generated using the same model parameters
but with additional sampled nodes.
4. true positive graphs which are generated with a normal number of edges and
nodes but different model parameters.
The first three sets of graphs are created with the same generative model but with
varying edges and nodes in the output graphs while the last set uses a different
generative model. An illustration of the null distribution, false positive distribution
with additional edges, and true positive distribution is shown in figure 6.10.
First a set of normal graph examples are created using the process described in 1.
which will form the null distribution graphs. A statistic is calculated for each graph
example and given an α value the two critical points are found. Then a false positive
graph set is created using either 2. or 3. and a true positive graph set created using
4. and statistics calculated for each. The percentage of false positive graphs outside
the critical points becomes the false positive rate while the percentage of true positive
graphs becomes the true positive rate. By varying the value of α and plotting the true
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positive vs. false positive rate for each value we can create an ROC curve showing
the tradeoff of true anomalous instances found versus falsely flagged instances.
The circle on the ROC curves represents selecting a p-value of 0.05. The number
of edges in the normal and true positive graphs ranges from 300k-400k while the edge
false positive graphs have 400k-500k, and the number of nodes in the normal and
true positive graphs is 25k while the node false positive graphs have 30k. An equal
number of graphs of each type were generated. For a statistic that detects the model
changes reasonably well we expect the false positive distribution to be very close to
the null distribution, while the anomalous distribution is significantly different.
Ideal performance on the ROC curve would be a horizontal line across the entire
top of the plot: this would indicate perfect performance in detecting true positive
graphs even at low p-value, and a false positive rate that is low until the p-value is
increased. For comparison a diagonal line with a slope of 1 would indicate random
performance where each false positive and true positive graph is flagged as anomalous
using an unbiased coin flip. Any statistic which has a curve below this line has more
sensitivity to the additional edges or nodes of the false positive graphs than to the
model changes of the true positive graphs. Some of the statistics evaluated even have
a vertical line at the right of the plot: this indicates that no matter the p-value picked
all false positive graphs are being flagged but not all true positive graphs are flagged;
this is the worst possible space for the statistic to be in.
To evaluate delta statistics, graphs were generated in pairs, the first being from
the normal/false positive/true positive model while the other always from the normal
model, and the delta statistic calculated between them.
To test the performance of graph change statistics like graph edit distance and
probability mass shift, synthetic data was generated using a mixture model that either
samples edges from a static normal graph instance from 1. or from an anomalous
graph from 4. The initial graph has a power-law degree distribution with an exponent
of 2.0 and was generated using a Chung-Lu sampling process while the alternative
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Figure 6.10.: Diagram of synthetic experiments and the three sets of generated graphs.
edge samples only from the initial graph, while the alternative model draws 5% of
the edges from the alternative graph. The performance of these statistics is shown in
6.12 (a) and (d). Mass Shift strictly dominates the other statistics as either the edges
or nodes changes.
To determine ability to detect degree distribution changes synthetic graphs were
also generated using a Chung-Lu process, however anomalous graph instances were
generated by altering the exponent parameter of the power law determining degree
distribution rather than using a mixture model. The normal graph instances have a
power-law degree distribution with an exponent of 2.0 while the true positive graph
have an exponent of 1.8. The performance is shown in figure 6.12 (b) and (e).
The transitivity experiments were done by creating graphs with a varying amount






is used to sample an initial edge set. These parameters were selected to create a graph
with a branching pattern with few natural triangles. Then, with probability ρ each
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Synthetic(PN , PA, |W |, |V |, δ, Sk, α) :
for i in 1...50 do
NormalGraphs.add(GenerateGraph(|W |, |V |, PN)
FalsePosGraphs.add(GenerateGraph(|W |+ δ, |V |, PN)
AnomalousGraphs.add(GenerateGraph(|W |, |V |, PA)
end for
NullDistr = {Sk(G), G ∈ NormalGraphs}
CriticalPoints = CalcCPs(NullDistr, α)
for G in FalsePositiveGraphs do




for G in AnomalousGraphs do




Figure 6.11.: Synthetic data experimental procedure for statistic Sk using normal
probability matrix PN , anomalous probability matrix PA, and Δ additional edges in
False Positive graphs.
edge is removed and replaced with a triangle closure by performing a random walk
(identical to the technique used in the Transitive Chung Lu model [80]). The normal
graphs were generated with a rho of 0.05 while the alternative graphs had a rho of
0.055. The results are in figures (c) and (f).
Figures 6.12 (g)-(i) shows the effect of changing (g) edges, (h) nodes, or (i) model
parameter on transitivity statistics. The zero point on the false positive plots com-
pares graphs of the same size and model which will produce false positives at the
p-value rate, while deviating in either direction introduces more false positives. The
power in figure (i) depends on the deviation in the model parameter.
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Figure 6.12.: (a),(b),(c): ROC curves with false positives due to extra edges.
(d),(e),(f): ROC curves with false positives due to extra nodes. (g) false positive
rate vs. edges, (h) false positive rate vs. nodes, (i) true positive rate.
6.6.2 Semi-Synthetic Data Experiments
Although synthetically driven experiments have the advantage of complete control
over the network properties of the generated graphs, these experiments give inherently
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Figure 6.13.: Diagram of semi-synthetic experiments and the three sets of generated
graphs.
depends heavily on the comprehensiveness of the experiments. To ensure that these
results generalize to more realistic scenarios I’ve also evaluated them using a set of
semi-synthetic experiments where the normal and false positive graph examples of 1.
– 3. are sampled from real-world networks and the true positive anomaly examples
of 4. are artificially inserted. These experiments show that the proposed consistent
statistics are superior at discovering anomalies inserted into real-world data.
The first step in generating the graph sets is to aggregate all graph instances from
a dynamic network source into a single graph example which will become our normal
graph source. All normal graph examples are generated from this source graph by
first sampling an active node set, obtaining the subgraph over those active nodes,
then sampling edges with replacement to create the sample graph. By aggregating
all instances over time we smooth out any variations that occur over the lifespan of
the network and obtain the “average” behavior of the network to use as our normal
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SemiSynthetic(PN , PA, |W |, |V |, δ, Sk, α) :
for i in 1...50 do
NormalGraphs.add(SampleGraph(|W |, |V |, PN)
FalsePosGraphs.add(SampleGraph(|W |+ δ, |V |, PN)
AnomalousGraphs.add(SampleGraph(|W |, |V |, PA)
end for
NullDistr = {Sk(G), G ∈ NormalGraphs}
CriticalPoints = CalcCPs(NullDistr, α)
for G in FalsePositiveGraphs do




for G in AnomalousGraphs do




Figure 6.14.: Semi-synthetic data experimental procedure for statistic Sk using normal
probability matrix PN , anomalous probability matrix PA, and Δ additional edges in
False Positive graphs.
examples. False positive examples are creates by sampling additional nodes or edges
from the same source network.
True positive examples are sampled from a separate, alternate source instance
which is created by permuting the original source graph in some way. To generate
network change anomalies the alternate source has 5% of its edges selected uniformly
at random compared to the source; degree distribution anomalies are generated by
taking 30% of the edges of high degree nodes (high degree meaning in the top 50% of
nodes) and assigning them uniformly at random; and transitivity anomalies are gen-
erated by performing triangle closures by selecting an initial node, randomly walking
two steps, then linking the endpoints of the walk to form a triangle. The semi-
synthetic data generation process is shown in figure 6.13 and the exact algorithm for
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generating the data is described in Figure 6.14. The input PN is created by dividing
the aggregated normal graph described above by |W | and the input PA is created by
modifying the aggregated normal graph in one of the ways described above and then
dividing by |W |.
The dataset used for the underlying graph was the University E-mail dataset
described in Section 6.6.3 used in the real data experiments; when aggregated this
data forms a graph with 54102 total nodes and 5236591 total messages. Edge false
positives are generated by creating graphs with 20k nodes and either 400k or 600k
edges while node false positives are generated by sampling either 20k or 30k nodes
and sampling edges equal to 20 times the number of nodes. Sampling edges as a ratio
of nodes in the node false positive experiment is to hold the density of the graphs
constant.
We analyze the performance of the statistics using the same ROC approach as
with the synthetic data. Figure 6.15 shows the resulting ROC curves. As with the
synthetic experiments (a)-(c) show mass shift statistics, degree distribution statistics,
and transitivity statistics respectively when the false positives are generated with
additional edges, while (d)-(f) have false positives generated via additional nodes.
The proposed consistent statistics have superior performance in most cases, and none
of the competing statistics perform well in both the additional edges and additional
nodes scenarios.
6.6.3 Real Data Experiments
Now let us investigate the types of anomalies found when these statistics are
applied to three real-world networks and contrast these events to those found by
other detectors. The first dataset is the Enron communication data, a subset of e-mail
communications from prominent figures of the Enron corporation (150 individuals,
47088 total messages) with a time step width of one week used in papers such as
Priebe et al [60]. The second is the University E-mail data, e-mail communications of
students from one university in the 2011-2012 school year (54102 individuals, 5236591
114
































































































































































































Figure 6.15.: ROC curves on the semi-synthetic dataset with varying alphas.
total messages), sampled daily and described in detail in the paper by LaFond et
al [36]. The third is a Facebook network subset made up of postings to the walls of
students in the 2007-2008 school year (444829 individuals, 4171383 total messages),
also from the same university and sampled daily. The Facebook dataset was also used
in a paper by LaFond [35] and is described there in more detail.
Figure 6.16 shows the results of multiple statistics detectors when applied to the
set of e-mail data from the Enron corporation, including our three proposed statis-
tics, the raw message count, Netsimile, and Deltacon. Time step 143 represents the
most significant event in the stream, Jeffrey Skilling’s testimony before congress on
February 6, 2002. The detected triangle anomalies at time steps 50-60 coincide with
Enron’s price manipulation strategy known as “Death Star” which was put into ac-
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May 2000: Price manipulation
strategy "Death Star" implemented
December 2000: Skilling
takes over as CEO
July 2001: Skilling approaches Lay
 about resigning
April 2001: "Asshole" conference call
July 2000: Enron/Blockbuster deal
February 2002: Skilling
testifies before Congress
May 2001: Mintz sends memorandum
to Skilling on LJM paperwork
September 2001: Enron stock
 begins to falter
Figure 6.16.: Detected anomalies in Enron corporation e-mail dataset. Filled circles
are detections from our proposed statistics, open circles are other methods.
tion in May 2000. Other events include The CEO transition from Lay to Skilling in
December 2000, the “asshole” conference call featured prominently in the book “The
Smartest Guys in the Room,” and Lay approaching Skilling about resigning.
Netsimile has difficulty detecting most of important events in the Enron timeline.
Although it accurately flags the time of the Congressional hearings, the other points
flagged, particularly early on, do not correspond to any notable events and are prob-
ably false positives due to the artificial sensitivity of the algorithm in very sparse
network slices.
Deltacon detects a greater range of events than Netsimile but still fails to detect
several important events such as the price manipulation and Skilling’s attempted
resignation. In general it generates detections more frequently in the region between
May and December 2001 which is also the region of highest message activity, and fails
to generate detections in times with fewer messages.
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Figure 6.17.: Detected anomalies in university student e-mail dataset.
Figure 6.17 shows the detected time steps of the University E-mail dataset. Several
major events from the academic school year like the start of the school year and
Christmas break are shown. It seems that the consistent statistics flag times closer
to holidays and other events compared to other statistics. Unfortunately, as the text
content of the messages was unavailable it is impossible to determine if the detected
conversations correspond to specific events based on the dialogues of users.
Figure 6.18 shows the detected events of the Facebook wall data and the expla-
nations for the detected events. Some of the listed events are holidays while others
were obtained by investigating the time steps flagged as anomalies; see Section 6.7 for
an explanation of this process. Some events of interest are: the “Race to 2k Posts”
where a pair of individuals noticed they were nearing two thousand posts on one of
their walls and decided to reach that mark in one night, generating much more traffic
between them than usual (over 160 posts); the “Divorce w/ Third Party” where a pair
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Figure 6.18.: Detected anomalies in Facebook wall postings dataset.
of individuals were going through a messy breakup and a mutual friend was cracking
jokes and egging them on; and a discussion about Tiger Woods’ odds in the 2007
Open Championship.
6.7 Local Anomaly Decomposition
After flagging a time step as anomalous it is useful to have some indication as to
what is happening in the network at that time that generated the flag. One tool for
investigating the flagged time step is local anomaly decomposition, where the network
is broken down into subgraphs that contribute the most value to the total statistic
score at that time step. For many statistics like mass shift or triangle probability
which are summations over the edges, nodes, or triplets of the graph this process is
trivial: each component of the summation has an associated anomaly score and the
components that provide the most anomaly score are the ones investigated. For others
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such as PDD which cannot be easily decomposed into node and edge contributions this
approach is nearly impossible. Anomaly score decomposition is more useful when the
score is skewed rather than uniformly distributed as it is easier to highlight a concise
region that contributes the most towards the anomaly.
To demonstrate the decomposition, we applied the statistics to the real-world net-
works and sorted all of the nodes (for Barrat clustering) or edges (all other statistics)
from highest to lowest contribution to the anomaly score sum. From there we selected
the components with the highest anomaly score contribution totaling at least 20% of
the log of the anomaly score to be part of the visualized anomaly. We then plotted all
of the selected components as well as any adjacent edges and nodes. We investigated
the Enron and Facebook datasets as these have names/message content associated
with the graphs; the e-mail dataset has neither so these graphs are omitted.
Figures 6.19 - 6.22 show the local subgraphs reported by the mass shift, triangle
probability, graph edit distance, and Barrat clustering respectively. The left subgraph
shows activity in the time step immediately prior to the anomaly while the right shows
the subgraph during the anomaly. Red nodes and edges are part of the top anomaly
contributors while black edges and nodes are merely adjacent; the thickness of the
edges corresponds to the edge weight in that time step.
Figure 6.19 shows an unusually large amount of communication between Senior
Vice President Richard Shapiro and Government Relations Executive Jeff Dasovich
immediately before Lay approaches Skilling about resigning as CEO. Figure 6.20
shows the triangular communications occurring between members of the Enron legal
department which was occurring during the price-fixing strategy in California. Both
of these methods find succinct subgraphs to represent the anomalies occurring at
these times.
6.21, on the other hand, shows graph edit distance reporting nearly the entirety
of the network at that time. While this does represent an event (the Congressional
hearings) there is no interpretation of the event other than that there were many
messages being sent at that time. Barrat clustering identifies the legal department
119
in 6.22 but does so at a time with relatively low communication. Barrat clustering
normalizes by node degree which makes it more likely to report triangles with less
weight as long as the participating nodes don’t communicate with anyone else.





















































Figure 6.19.: Subgraph responsible for most of the mass shift anomaly in the Enron
























Figure 6.20.: Subgraph responsible for most of the triangle probability anomaly in the
Enron network at the weeks of May 1 (before anomaly) and May 8 (during anomaly),
2000 respectively.
Figures 6.23 - 6.26 show the local subgraphs found in the Facebook dataset. ??

























































































































































Figure 6.21.: Subgraph responsible for most of the graph edit distance anomaly in the














Figure 6.22.: Subgraph responsible for most of the Barrat clustering anomaly in the
Enron network at the weeks of November 1 (before anomaly) and November 8 (during
anomaly), 1999 respectively.
they were closing in on two thousand posts on their walls and decided to reach that
goal in one night. The result is a massively higher amount of communication than was
typical between the two in prior time steps. 6.24 shows the communications occurring
during the 2007 Open Championship golf tournament. The three individuals with the
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most communication were arguing about the odds that Tiger Woods would win the
tournament.
Graph edit distance, by contrast, identifies no coherent local structure in 6.25. It is
likely that this event signifies a global increase in communication rather than a change
in the distribution of messages. As the additional edges were distributed throughout
the network, when looking for subgraphs that generated the most anomaly score the
majority of the network has similar scores so a random chunk of the network is found.
6.26 is the structure found by Barrat clustering; as before it finds a set of triangular
communication with relatively low weights, around 2 – 4, while the anomaly found

























































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.23.: Subgraph responsible for most of the mass shift anomaly in the Facebook
network at June 1 (before anomaly) and June 2 (during anomaly), 2007 respectively.
6.8 Summary
In this chapter we have demonstrated that dependence on network edge count
hinders the ability of statistics to detect certain changes in dynamic networks. To
remedy this we have introduced the concept of Size Consistency and shown that
















Figure 6.24.: Subgraph responsible for most of the triangle probability anomaly in










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.25.: Subgraph responsible for most of the graph edit distance anomaly in the
Facebook network at October 15 (before anomaly) and October 16 (during anomaly),
2007 respectively.
We proposed three Size Consistent network statistics, Mass Shift, Degree Shift,
and Triangle Probability to replace the Graph Edit Distance, Degree Distribution and
Clustering Coefficient statistics. These statistics are provably Size Consistent and we
demonstrated using synthetic trials that anomaly detectors using our statistics have
















Figure 6.26.: Subgraph responsible for most of the Barrat clustering anomaly in the
Facebook network at May 17 (before anomaly) and May 18 (during anomaly), 2007
respectively.
The framework for developing Size Consistent network statistics can be applied to
new statistics in the future. We hope that researchers who propose network statistics
in the future will make sure to analyze the effects that changing network size have on




In the course of my work, we have identified one of the main problems facing hy-
pothesis tests regarding network properties: the multi-dependence between common
network statistics and the properties they are supposed to measure. We have framed
this issue of confounding effects as a mismatch between the one-to-one relationship
desired between network statistics and the network properties and the reality of a
complex set of dependencies. These interdependencies prevent proper conclusions
about the network properties as we cannot disambiguate between statistic and prop-
erty, leading to both false positives and false negatives when we attempt to use said
statistics for tasks like anomaly detection.
To remedy this we have proposed several methods to reduce these confounding
errors by eliminating some or all of these interdependencies. We have shown that a
carefully designed permutation test can produce an artificial population where non-
permuted properties are the same as in the original example, allowing testing of
the hypothesized property in isolation. Rather than applying the single available
statistic and conjecturing about what network property is responsible, we utilized
strict control of the semi-synthetically generated null distributions to test for each
property separately.
In cases where the permutation would be too complex to perform, we have in-
troduced a set of consistent statistics which are effectively independent of the most
common confounding factors, the edge count and nod count of the network. We have
proven that the proposed empirical size-consistent statistics are indeed consistent with
respect to edge and node count and that the number of errors they produce decreases
as the size of the network increases. Using synthetic, semi-synthetic, and real-world
data we have shown the advantage of these statistics over conventional alternatives
when detecting anomalies in a dynamic network, producing fewer false positives and
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false negatives when detecting anomalies. Furthermore the framework with which we
demonstrated the advantage of consistent statistics is generalizable. Future statistics
which meet the consistency requirements we have laid out in this work will also avoid
confounding due to graph size.
This work has demonstrated the critical nature of confounding effects when per-
forming hypothesis tests or anomaly detection on networks and future work on hy-
pothesis tests for networks should take steps to control those effects or use consistent
statistics as demonstrated in this dissertation.
Contributions
• Identified the multiple dependence between network statistic and network prop-
erty, and most importantly network size, as a major obstacle in accurate network
hypothesis testing and anomaly detection.
• Developed a randomization testing approach to address this problem when a
proper permutation operation can be defined. We then demonstrated its utility
in distinguishing two typically confounded network properties.
• Proposed a size-consistent statistic approach to dynamic network anomaly de-
tection which measures network properties without interference from edge and
node count dependencies.
• Demonstrated the utility of the size-consistent statistics in a dynamic anomaly
detection scenario, showing how changes in the size of the network can confound
standard statistics but are not a problem for size-consistent statistics.
• Shown how to investigate the regions of a network most responsible for de-




The framework for consistent network statistics outlined in this dissertation is
applicable to new and existing network statistics. In this dissertation, we developed
size-consistent variants of a subset of existing network statistics: hop-plot, random
walk distance, centrality, and motif statistics are all possible candidates for improve-
ment using the size-consistent framework.
This work has focused on dynamic networks rather than sets of static networks.
While dynamic networks encompass many interesting scenarios, they have an assump-
tion of node identifiability, i.e. nodes are uniquely labelled and graphs from the same
dynamic network can have their nodes paired by ID. In the case of static networks
there may be no mapping between nodes in each network, which either limits the
types of network statistics that can be applied or requires some kind of mapping
procedure to take place. Probability mass shift, for example, assumes that the rows
and columns of the P ∗ matrices match node-for-node; to apply without this mapping
requires solving the isomorphism problem.
In this dissertation we have proven consistency properties for network statistics.
As shown in relevant work, network models like ERGM also suffer from size incon-
sistency [82]. Developing network models which are valid for hypothesis tests, which
can be learned in a scaleable fashion, and which obtain consistent parameter values
when learning from data of different sizes would be a useful research direction. These
consistent statistics may be the foundation for new graph model definitions which
avoid the problems that ERGM suffers from.
Many existing anomaly detection approaches only report the network as experi-
encing an event when the event has already started to occur. In real-world settings
advanced notice of possible anomalies may be much more valuable than detecting
current problems. Given examples of anomalous behavior, we would want to find
graph structures in previous graph observations which indicate this type of anomaly
and learn a predictive model. This type of problem requires causal reasoning about
127
possible precursors to anomalies and is a direction with a tremendous amount of
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